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T H E N E X T
G E N E R A T I O N
—

We’ve had a close-up view of the emergence of the next generation of Team Ineos stars like
Egan Bernal, Pavel Sivakov, Chris Lawless and Tao Geoghegan Hart. These guys draw on the
massive Team Ineos experience while bringing the passion, discovery and curiosity of youth.
That’s what you’ll find in these pages, and every year with Castelli. The next generation of
performance cycling clothing. Here you’ll find the same aero TT and road suits and lightweight
climber’s jerseys as used by our pro riders, and even the protective Free Protekt, which protects
the hips in situations where there’s a higher likelihood of coming off, like in the chaotic opening
stages of a grand tour. These are products that come from the combined know-how of Castelli
and Team Ineos.

all kinds of riding. Unlimited is the name we’ve given to our new all-surface gear: Castelli
performance with no compromises, but with added durability and convenience for fast riding on
any surface or tire size. Our new Superleggera group brings innovation in fabric construction to
make lighter, cooler but more comfortable jerseys and shorts for your next mountain adventure.
THIS IS THE FUTURE OF CYCLING CLOTHING.

SPRING / SUMMER 2020

But it’s not just about pro racing. Castelli means speed and emotion, and we bring both to

4
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M E N ’ S
—

SPEED SUITS

SIZES: S-3XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 285 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

8,600

7
SPEED SUITS

SANREMO 4.0 SPEED SUIT 4520000

6

CFD-based fabric placement and seam construction
Engineered for aero efficiency at 30 to 55 km/h
Airflow shoulder construction
Velocity Rev2 fabric on front and sleeve
3D mesh back for breathability

T H E U LT I M AT E
RACE SUIT

Elbow-length stretch sleeves with raw-cut edge

—

2 pockets with floating design for more space in pockets

YKK® Vislon® zipper
Vortex fabric on legs for aero performance

The Sanremo Speed Suit revolutionized the way pro riders

Forza fabric on inner legs with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit

dress when we invented it back in 2011 and we’re still

GIRO4 leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed over larger
area

surprised that every other manufacturer has simply copied
the Sanremo front opening rather than trying to come up
with something original.
While the front opening is the most visible part, we’ve

Doppio V construction in front for increased support and comfort
Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

worked on every other detail to make this the perfect race
suit. It’s aero thanks to our CFD based seaming and windtunnel selected fabrics. It’s comfortable thanks to the body
fabrics that will keep you dryer and cooler than some of the
simple Lycra fabrics used by some other companies. The
lower portion of the suit is our Free Aero Race 4 bibshort,
our most comfortable suit for your longest, toughest race
days.
Besides the new fabrics and seam placement we’ve also
worked on the pockets to make them better for racing.
They’re somewhat narrower for better aerodynamics but
there are now 2 big pockets instead of 3 small ones, so
they’re easier to access in racing.

870
SILVER GRAY

BODY PAINT 4.X SPEED SUIT LS 4520001
SIZES: S-3XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 285 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

7,800

9
SPEED SUITS

SPEED SUITS

8

Pure speed equipment, as seen on Team Ineos
Developed over two years based on hundreds of hours of CFD
analysis, wind tunnel testing and WorldTour racing
Fabrics developed and tested extensively for maximum
aerodynamics at speeds of 45 km/h and up

YOU’LL THANK THE UCI
—

Tight fit exactly like we provide to Team Ineos and the Italian
national team
Reduced seaming for maximum aerodynamics

If we could we would keep this suit an industrial secret, a

No-sew race number window to prevent number flapping in
the wind

competitive advantage for our pro riders. But the UCI rules
say we have to make it commercially available to keep the

Extra-long legs with flat leg endings with PU grip elastic on the
inside

playing field even for all teams. So here it is.
We don’t want to give away too many of the secret details
that make it so fast, but there are a few details that you can
see: amazing fit in the TT position, slippery fabrics, reduced
seaming, and long legs with flat endings and flat grip tape
to keep them in place. The long sleeves have a thumb loop
to prevent them from riding up. There’s a window pocket
on the back so you can place the race number out of the
wind — and the window stretches and breathes, unlike
others on the market.
Hundreds and hundreds of hours have gone into
engineering this suit. We don’t say how many because
870
SILVER GRAY/BLACK

we haven’t even tried to keep count. We have access to
the test facilities at the Norwegian Technical University in
Trondheim, where our detailed process addresses fabric
selection and suit construction.
This suit was made for WorldTour riders. It’s optimized for
speeds above 45 km/h and for extreme positions. At those
speeds and with the right setup it’s the fastest suit we’ve
ever tested. Thanks, UCI.
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M E N ’ S
S H O R T S
—
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BIBSHORT
CHART
—
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PREMIO 2
BIBSHORT
4519002

SUPERLEGGERA
BIBSHORT
4520004

7,400

7,100

FREE PROTECT RACE
BIBSHORT
4520002

6,900

FREE AERO RACE 4
BIBSHORT
4519003
4519004
4520003

5,300

ENDURANCE 2
BIBSHORT
4519007

4,500

UNLIMITED
BIBSHORT
4520005

4,300

COMPETIZIONE
BIBSHORT
4520006
4520026

3,500

ENTRATA
BIBSHORT
4520008

3,300

THE RIGHT SHORTS
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
—
When it comes to performance cycling, whether it’s long
weekend rides, road races or granfondos, bibshorts are
where it’s at for outright comfort. A perfect pair of bibshorts will provide just the right balance of comfort and
support for your legs when you’re pounding out those
kilometers.

Pro-level seat pad for maximum
comfort. New seamless skin-care
layer is softer against the skin
and reduces abrasion. Separate
saddle-shaped cushioning layer
with progressive damping through
high-density foam and gel inserts.

LIGHTER, COOLER,

LEGENDARY

THE ESSENTIAL

ENTER INTO THE

FREE COMFORT

PERFORMANCE

WORLD OF CASTELLI

B E T T E R M U S C L E S U P P O R T.

AND PERFORMANCE

M U LT I S U R F A C E R I D I N G

C O M F O R T S H O R T.

PERFORMANCE SHORTS.

OUR PREMIUM

REDEFINING

WITH ADDED PROTECTION

OUR PREMIUM

P R E M I U M X 2 PA D I N

WITH EXTRA PROTECTION

F U L L F E AT U R E D W I T H

COMFORT WITHOUT

COMFORT SHORT

PERFORMANCE SHORTS

O N T H E S I D E PA N E L S

RACE SHORT

TRADITIONAL SHORT

AND POCKETS

E X C E P T I O N A L VA L U E

DRAMA

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

P. 14

P. 16

P. 18

P. 20

P. 24

P. 26

P. 28

P. 30

High-performance seat pad for all
conditions. Single-piece construction
with infinitely variable thickness.
Updated in 2019 with more
supportive padding and a softer,
stretchier fabric next to the skin.

PREMIO 2 BIBSHORT 4519002

MEN’S SHORTS

SIZES: S-3XL

7,400

15
MEN’S SHORTS
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WEIGHT: 211 g (Large)
15°-30°C / 59°-89°F
Forza fabric with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit
Dual-layer lumbar support band keeps shorts locked in place
around waist
Reduced seaming for more comfort
Raw-edge leg ending with vertical silicone grippers
Mesh back with bonded 2-layer bib straps
Silicone Castelli logos
Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad

010
BLACK

EVERYTHING WE KNOW
ABOUT COMFORT
—
This short is the result of decades spent working to make long
hours in the saddle ever more comfortable.
The fabric is our high-stretch Forza fabric. The 38% Lycra®
content means that it’s gently compressive while never binding.
And it maintains an insanely soft hand.
The nearly seamless construction is derived from our Body Paint
shorts, which debuted a decade ago and started the trend of
reduced seams while maintaining remarkable fit. Nothing to rub
or break.
The renowned Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad gets an
update in this season with a new skin care layer that features
a remarkably soft new surface fabric and more stretch, which
allows us to eliminate the front triangle.
We also obsessed over every other little detail, like the new bib
construction and even new silicone logos that stretch with the
base fabric and recall the logo location of the first Castelli Aero
Short from the late ’70s, the short that started it all

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

SUPERLEGGERA BIBSHORT 4520004

7,100
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SIZES: S-3XL

MEN’S SHORTS

MEN’S SHORTS
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WEIGHT: 141 g (Large)
20°-40°C / 68°-104°F
The premium lightweight hot weather short
Gradient stretch woven fabric for minimal weight with optimum
support

L I G H T, C O O L
AND STRAIGHT OUT
OF THE FUTURE

Ultralight fabric to reduce weight by up to 50% while improving
durability
Minimalist stripe mesh bib to minimize weight and keep you
cool

—

Integrated gripper elastic with exposed Lycra® to hold leg in
place
Embossed logos and stretch silicone scorpion heat transfers

We’ve been pushing the envelope on lightweight shorts

Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad

since 2011 but have butted up against the limits of
compromising durability for ever lighter weight. We
needed to step back and find a better way.
We examined what the short really needs to do: it needs
to hold the seat pad securely in place while otherwise
adding as little weight or fabric as absolutely necessary
(without being transparent, obviously), and it needs to
last a season of hard use. So we engineered a brand-new
fabric using a woven rather than a knit that shaves 30% in
weight for the same level of support and non-transparency.
Then we worked with the world’s leading mill to construct
a gradient fabric that becomes increasingly lighter the
farther down the leg it extends, with the last part weighing
a mere 90 g/m² compared to normal short fabric, which
weighs around 220 g/m².
This fabric, while being insanely light, maintains a decent
durability along with excellent abrasion resistance, at
010
BLACK

least against the saddle. We don’t guarantee it against
unplanned slides across the asphalt, so please keep the
rubber side down!
Note that while the short saves a mere 48 grams while dry,
this means it also absorbs around 30% less moisture when
you’re sweating. So when you’re sweating your way up the
Alpe d’Huez you’re actually saving closer to 150 grams.
This short doesn’t compromise on comfort. We use our top
Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad, the spectacular striped
mesh bibs from the Free Aero Race 4 Bibshort and a flat
stretch woven leg gripper to keep everything in place.

FREE PROTECT RACE BIBSHORT 4520002

MEN’S SHORTS

SIZES: S-3XL

6,900

19

WEIGHT: 203 g (Large)
15°-32°C / 59°-90°F
Double-layer side panels for extra protection in the event of a
fall

THE UNLIMITED
TOUR DE FRANCE
GRAVEL SHORT

A special smooth layer of our Vortex fabric backed by a stretch
woven fabric featuring a Dyneema® ripstop grid
Forza fabric on inner legs with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit
Stripe mesh engineered minimalist bib construction to keep
you cool

—

GIRO leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed over larger
area

This short was initially made specifically in response to a

Doppio V construction in front for increased support and comfort

request from Chris Froome to help protect him through the

Flat-lock stitching

first dangerous stages of the Tour de France. He wanted

Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad

something to reduce road rash in case of a crash on those

4

stages when everyone wants to be at the front and crashes
are frequent.
We went back to the old trick, familiar to track riders, of
wearing two pairs of shorts, knowing that Lycra® sliding
on Lycra® is the best way to prevent or reduce road rash
on your hip. In this case we’ve used our Vortex fabric from
the Free Bibshort on the outside, which we know is already
extremely durable in everything from sliding across the
pavement to dog bites (yes, really!). Then we added an
internal layer of a stretch woven fabric reinforced with a
ripstop grid made from Dyneema®, the same miracle yarn
used in rock climbing ropes, reinforcement in sails for the
America’s Cup, and in bulletproof vests. This will help
prevent the inner layer from ripping in many situations.
We put this dual-layer construction over the side panel,
010
BLACK

without adding bulk or uncomfortable
padding.

STRONG OUTER FABRIC
This sturdy fabric increases the chances that you can just
brush yourself off and not have to throw away an expensive
pair of shorts.

Every cyclist knows that the hip is the most
exposed part of the body. We made this short
to be more durable and significantly reduce
abrasions if you slide out, whether it’s on loose
gravel or in the last corner when you’re going
for the win at your local crit race. The protection
adds minimum weight, you don’t really feel it
except in very hot weather, and it’s limited to
the hip panel.

event of a crash.
While originally created to help Tour de France riders

—
Enhanced road rash protection

which gives generous coverage for the hip and thigh in the

survive the first few stages of the race better, this short
may come in handy when you’re riding on loose gravel or
in your local criterium, or even if you just happen to fall off
frequently and always slide on your hip like our favorite
GCN presenter.
Beyond the protective aspect of this short, we’ve

FABRIC-ON-FABRIC SHEAR

constructed it using the components and construction from

A major cause of the burns on your hip is the shear force when

our Free Aero Race 4 Bibshort, our top race bibshort that

the head of the femur hits the ground and that force is absorbed
by your body. We use two layers of fabric (a variation on the old
track rider trick of wearing two pairs of shorts), which lets the
shear force slide between the fabric layers.

DYNEEMA® REINFORCEMENT
The inner layer of fabric features a Dyneema® ripstop
construction to help prevent the fabric from tearing in more
serious falls. It’s the same fiber used in climbing ropes and
bulletproof vests.

also gives remarkable comfort.

MEN’S SHORTS
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5,300
5,000

FREE AERO RACE 4 BIBSHORT 4519003
FREE AERO RACE 4 SHORT 4519006

21
MEN’S SHORTS

MEN’S SHORTS

20

SIZES: S-3XL
WEIGHT: 172 g (Large)
15°-35°C / 59°-95°F
Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance
Forza fabric on inner legs with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit
Stripe mesh engineered minimalist bib construction keeps you
cool

METICULOUS EVOLUTION

GIRO4 leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed over larger
area

—

Doppio V construction in front for increased support and comfort
Flat-lock stitching

The Free Aero Race 4 Bibshort is our top race short, which

Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad

also means that it’s insanely comfortable even if you never
pin on a number.
The original Free Aero Race Bibshort was first introduced
over a decade ago and has logged literally millions of
kilometers under the backsides of our sponsored pro riders
and has been the best-selling short both in the Castelli
retail collection and in our Servizio Corse custom program.
Over this time the short has undergone numerous updates

010
BLACK

and improvements in the never-ending quest to create
the best short we can make. While the basic concept
of a minimalist workhorse pro-level comfortable race
short remains, every single fabric, component, stitch and
construction method has been updated and improved over
time.
The fourth major generation of the short features the
updated Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad. This pad
separates a soft, stretchy skin care layer that moves with
your body from a generously padded cushioning layer that
replicates the form of your saddle. Eight-hour rides are no
problem.
Of course the fabrics are premium, made to our
specifications by Italy’s best fabric suppliers. The Forza
fabric on the inner leg features 38% Lycra® content for
perfect fit, while the Vortex fabric on the side panels is
dimpled for aerodynamics. And it’s held in place by the
latest iteration of our seamless flat Giro leg gripper.

010
BLACK

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

030
DARK GRAY

FREE AERO RACE 4 BIBSHORT KIT 4520003

SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 172 g (Large)

WEIGHT: 172 g (Large)

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance

Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance

Forza fabric on inner legs with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit

Forza fabric on inner legs with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit

Stripe mesh engineered minimalist bib construction keeps you
cool

Stripe mesh engineered minimalist bib construction keeps you
cool

GIRO4 leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed over larger
area

Giro4 leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed over larger
area

Doppio V construction in front for increased support and comfort

Doppio V construction in front for increased support and comfort

Flat-lock stitching

Flat-lock stitching

Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad

Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad

5,300

23
MEN’S SHORTS

FREE AERO RACE 4 BIBSHORT TEAM 4519004

MEN’S SHORTS

5,300

22

010
BLACK

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

860
BLACK/VORTEX GRAY

070
DARK STEEL BLUE/
DARK STEEL BLUE

023
BLACK/RED

030
DARK GRAY/DARK GRAY

010
BLACK/BLACK

4,500
4,000

ENDURANCE 2 BIBSHORT 4519007
ENDURANCE 2 SHORT 4519008

25

SIZES: S-3XL

MEN’S SHORTS

MEN’S SHORTS

24

WEIGHT: 181 g (Large)
15°-35°C / 59°-95°F
Endurance Evolution fabric provides optimum muscle support
and feels drier in nearly all conditions
Textured compression side panels for muscle support
Updated bib strap construction with mesh back and straps
Embossed Castelli wordmark
Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad for even greater comfort and
improved airflow
Giro³ leg grippers lie flat

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

UNLIMITED BIBSHORT 4520005

26

4,300

27
MEN’S SHORTS

MEN’S SHORTS

SIZES: S-3XL
WEIGHT: 200 g (Large)
15°-32°C / 59°-90°F
Made for fast riding on unlimited terrain
200 g/m² nylon/Lycra® fabric with best-in-class abrasion and
tear resistance
2 mesh rear pockets built into mesh bib straps
Double-layer side panels reduce abrasion if you fall, while also
creating 2 useful side pockets

DON’T LIMIT YOURSELF
—

Raw-cut leg ending with vertical silicone grip strips to hold leg
in place
KISS Air² seat pad for long-distance comfort

We made this short to meet Castelli’s high standards for
comfort and performance in a cycling short while adding
a few extra features that come in handy for riding on any
surface. You’ll find our normal exceptional fit as well as the
KISS Air² seat pad, which provides generous anatomically
placed padding with an exceptionally soft top layer.
What makes this short special is the extremely durable
Unlimited Lycra® fabric. It has higher abrasion resistance
and tear resistance while not compromising on stretch,
moisture management or comfort.
In addition, we use double-layer side panels for the old
track rider’s trick of fabric-sliding-on-fabric should you
fall. This short isn’t really meant to be indestructible, but
it significantly increases the chances that sliding out on
gravel will mean you need to just brush yourself off rather
than having to buy a new pair of shorts.
That second layer on the side panel also makes for
convenient side pockets, with a flap over the top to prevent
the contents from falling out.
For added convenience while riding on and off road, you
have two mesh pockets on the lower back that compress
gear next to your body to keep it from bouncing around,
This short adds durability and storage without
compromising comfort — for unlimited amounts of fun.

010
BLACK

3,500
3,300

COMPETIZIONE BIBSHORT 4520006
COMPETIZIONE SHORT 4520007

COMPETIZIONE BIBSHORT 4520026

SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 173 g (Large)

WEIGHT: 173 g (Large)

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

KISS Air² seat pad for all-day comfort

KISS Air² seat pad for all-day comfort

Affinity Pro Lycra® fabric on inside of leg for outstanding stretch
and rebound

Affinity Pro Lycra® fabric on inside of leg for outstanding stretch
and rebound

Vortex BLC textured fabric on legs for better aerodynamics

Vortex BLC textured fabric on legs for better aerodynamics

GIRO4 leg gripper with raw edge for comfort and silicone stripes
for grip

Giro4 leg gripper with raw edge for comfort and silicone stripes
for grip

Flat-lock stitching

Flat-lock stitching

Reflective detailing on back

Reflective detailing on back

Mesh straps for comfort and breathability

Mesh straps for comfort and breathability

3,500
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MEN’S SHORTS

MEN’S SHORTS
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010
BLACK

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

THE THRILL
OF COMPETITION
—
We made this short to incorporate as much technology as possible from our top-of-the-line pro-level race shorts at a more
accessible price. And although it's certainly capable of weekend racing, it's also a great comfort performance short even if
you never pin on a number.
The main Vortex textured fabric and the GIRO4 leg gripper come
straight from our top Free Aero Race 4 Bibshort, while the KISS
Air2 seat pad has most of the comfort of our top seat pad but
represents maximum value. The intangible part that you'll appreciate most is our knack for building in perfect fit, thanks to
the Castelli pattern engineering team.
010
BLACK

030
DARK GRAY

This is the short that brings the best of Castelli's know-how in
030
DARK GRAY

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

building comfort performance shorts into an accessible product
in your cycling wardrobe.

384
BLACK/CHATREUSE

010
BLACK

023
BLACK/RED

ENTRATA BIBKNICKER 4520010

3,500

SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 175 g (Large)

WEIGHT: 173 g (Large)

WEIGHT: 205 g (Large)

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

10°-20°C / 50°-68°F

KISS Air² seat pad for all-day comfort

KISS Air² seat pad for all-day comfort

KISS Air² seat pad for all-day comfort

Pro Dry matte Lycra® for good compression and moisture
management

Pro Dry matte Lycra® for good compression and moisture
management

Pro Dry matte Lycra® for good compression and moisture
management

8-panel construction for perfect fit

8-panel construction for perfect fit

8-panel construction for perfect fit

Rear reflective panels on lower leg

Rear reflective panels on lower leg

Rear reflective panels on lower leg

Giro³ engineered flat leg band

Giro³ engineered flat leg band

Giro³ engineered flat leg band

Mesh bib straps for comfort and breathability

Mesh bib straps for comfort and breathability (4520010)

Mesh bib straps for comfort and breathability (4520010)

010
BLACK

IT JUST WORKS RIGHT
—
Castelli has innovation in our DNA, and we've brought you most
innovations in cycling shorts over the years: the first Lycra®
shorts on the market, the first synthetic seat pads, the first anatomical seat pads, the first minimalist and flat bib straps, and the
010
BLACK

first flat leg grippers. All these have become industry standards,
and we keep pushing and innovating in our high-end shorts.
The Entrata short is where we bring all that knowledge and
experience into a short that just plain works. The fabric is just
the right weight with just the right stretch and with a matte
finish that looks just right. The KISS Air2 seat pad is just right,
as is the GIRO3 leg gripper. And the short fits just right because
we obsess over the fit of every short we make.
We wanted this short to be just right for many years to come,
so we stitch on the logos and stitch in the reflective panels
on the back. There are no logos to peel off, and everything is
stitched down securely.
This short gives you every reason to step up to Castelli.

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

010
BLACK
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MEN’S SHORTS

ENTRATA SHORT 4520009

3,000

ENTRATA BIBSHORT 4520008

MEN’S SHORTS

3,300
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M E N ’ S
U N L I M I T E D
—

MEN’S UNLIMITED

35

OMNES VIAE

MEN’S UNLIMITED

34

We’ve been riding on gravel since before it was a thing. Maybe that’s why we don’t really like
the word “gravel.” It’s not a separate sport, and we think that in a few years we’ll go back to
just calling it cycling. You’re still riding fast and challenging yourself as well as your friends. It’s
just that now your tires are more durable, and that opens up new trails and unpaved roads. The
effort is the same as always, but now it’s even more fun.
That’s our approach with the new Unlimited group of products. Take away the limits of having to
stick to paved roads. We try to give you the comfort, convenience and breathability you expect
from Castelli, but we’ve built in extra durability against things like branches that pull yarns in
your jersey, and we’ve used stronger fabrics in the shorts in case you slide out in loose gravel.

JUST DON’T LIMIT IT TO GRAVEL.

OMNES VIAE

There are a few extra pockets and muted colors that manage to look good both on and off road.

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 166 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

18°-32°C / 65°-90°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

37
MEN’S UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED JERSEY 4520023

MEN’S UNLIMITED

3,700

36

The all-surface unlimited no-compromise jersey
ProSecco Unlimited main body fabric
Snag-resistant stretch woven on sleeves and shoulders
No-sew flat-edge sleeve finishing
3 rear pockets plus zippered key/money pocket
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Silicone gripper elastic at waist

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

UNLIMITED
AND UNCOMPROMISING
—
We’re not crazy about the word “gravel.” We love riding on it,
but we don’t like the way the cycling industry acts like it’s a
new sport. We prefer to just call it cycling because we’re still
riding bikes, we’re still working up a sweat, we’re still having
fun and we’re still beating up on our friends.
Castelli’s approach to all-surface riding is called Unlimited. Our
riding now is a mixture of paved and unpaved surfaces, but
we’re riding just as hard and demanding just as much from our
clothing.
The Unlimited Jersey uses everything we know about moisture
management, fit, shape, and the convenience of zippers that
open easily and pockets that are the right shape and in the right
place. But on this jersey we took the extra step of using fabrics
that better resist snags from tree branches or vines that you’ll
find on your favorite trail. The main body fabric is a polyester
knit with good stretch and moisture management but better
durability than the typical fragile fabric that’s OK on the road.
Then on the sleeves, shoulders and back panel we use a stretch
woven fabric that is extremely resistant, since this is the area
that most often gets snagged.
You’ll just be comfortable like you always are in Castelli, but
you’ll look good all season long.

860
VORTEX GRAY

089
FOREST GRAY

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 151 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

18°-32°C / 65°-90°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

39
MEN’S UNLIMITED

FUORI JERSEY 4520024

MEN’S UNLIMITED

3,300

38

The all-surface unlimited no-compromise jersey
ProSecco Unlimited main body fabric
Snag-resistant stretch woven on sleeves and shoulders
No-sew flat-edge sleeve finishing
3 rear pockets
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Silicone gripper elastic at waist

030
DARK GRAY

YOU WON’T EVEN NOTICE
—
We’ve been riding our bikes on gravel since before it was a
thing, and we’ve always done it in our normal Castelli jerseys.
The only complaint was that the occasional branch or vine
could pull the delicate fabrics, and after a few rides the jersey
wouldn’t look exactly pristine.
That’s what we focused on with the Fuori Jersey. It compromises nothing in terms of fit, comfort, moisture management and
light weight, but we’ve used fabrics that offer additional protection from snags. The arms and shoulders are most exposed,
and here we’ve used a stretch woven fabric that fits great yet
is extremely protective. The main body is closer to a traditional
jersey fabric but fared best in our snag and Velcro tests.
We don’t call this a gravel jersey because it’s equally at home
on the asphalt, but if you do take it on your favorite trail it’ll
hold up better than any road jersey, and better than most offroad gear.

089
FOREST GRAY

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

UNLIMITED BAGGY SHORT 4520027

SIZES: S-3XL

SIZES: XS-3XL

WEIGHT: 203 g (Large)

WEIGHT: 187 g (Large)

15°-32°C / 59°-90°F

18°-32°C / 59°-90°F

Double-layer side panels for extra protection in the event of a
fall

Stretch woven fabric with DWR finish

41
MEN’S UNLIMITED

FREE PROTECT RACE BIBSHORT 4520002

MEN’S UNLIMITED

6,900

40

Extremely light so you won’t even feel it on

A special smooth layer of our Vortex fabric backed by a stretch
woven fabric featuring a Dyneema® ripstop grid

2 front pockets and 1 zippered rear pocket
Stretch waistband with zippered front opening

Forza fabric on inner legs with 38% Lycra content for perfect fit
®

Scorpion button logo

Stripe mesh engineered minimalist bib construction to keep
you cool
GIRO4 leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed over larger
area
Doppio V construction in front for increased support and comfort
Flat-lock stitching
Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad

010
BLACK

UNLIMITED BIBSHORT 4520005
SIZES: S-3XL

4,300

010
BLACK

UNLIMITED LF GLOVE 4520034

1,600

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 200 g (Large)

WEIGHT: 45 g (Pair)

15°-32°C / 59°-90°F

12°-27°C / 54°-80°F

Made for fast riding on unlimited terrain

The Unlimited Glove is versatile for gravel or road riding

200 g/m² nylon/Lycra® fabric with best-in-class abrasion and
tear resistance

Rail construction fingertips for added durability on rough terrain
Castelli Damping System (CDS) protects median nerve

2 mesh rear pockets built into mesh bib straps

Synthetic palm material with built-in allover grip

Double-layer side panels reduce abrasion if you fall, while also
creating 2 useful side pockets

Easy on and off with stretch side panels

Raw-cut leg ending with vertical silicone grip strips to hold leg
in place
KISS Air² seat pad for long-distance comfort
010
BLACK

010
BLACK

860
VORTEX GRAY

42

43

M E N ’ S
J E R S E Y S
—

AERO RACE 6.0 JERSEY 4520011

MEN’S JERSEYS

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 119 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

18°-32°C / 65°-90°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

4,200

45
MEN’S JERSEYS

44

CFD-based fabric placement and seam construction
Engineered for aero efficiency at 30 to 55 km/h
Airflow shoulder construction
Velocity Rev2 fabric on front and sleeve

THE FIRST AERO JERSEY
PROJECT WAS CALLED
SPLIT SECOND

3D mesh back for breathability
Elbow-length stretch sleeves with raw-cut edge
YKK® Vislon® zipper

—

Drop tail allows perfect pocket placement while keeping jersey
fitting well at waist

When Castelli engineered the first aero jersey for road
racing back in 2006, everyone thought we were crazy.
Back then, aero was only for TTs. Performance clothing
meant moisture management. And you could win the Tour
041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

de France with a baggy jersey that was little more than
a polyester T-shirt. Even our aerodynamic consultants
expected limited gains, so we named the jersey Split
Second, though, like now, we thought even small gains
were worth pursuing. In the end the gains were pretty
substantial, and we completely revolutionized the look of
the pro peloton.
We’re now on the sixth major revision of our aero jersey.
Each generation has become more aero and better fitting.
The Aero Race 6.0 benefits heavily from CFD analysis
of wake flow in the riding position for fabric and seam
placement. It also benefits from Team Ineos riders’
feedback, as we’ve worked to make the jersey comfortable
for their long hours of training and then racing in every
possible weather condition.
Version 6.0 is our most aero and most comfortable Aero
Race Jersey yet. But we’re already at work on 6.1...

870
SILVER GRAY/DARK GRAY

991
SUNRISE

CLIMBER‘S 3.0 JERSEY 4520012
SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 116 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

22°-40°C / 72°-104°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

3,200

47
MEN’S JERSEYS

MEN’S JERSEYS

46

CFD-based fabric placement and seam construction
Engineered rapid cooling, light weight and aero efficiency
Airflow shoulder construction
Flusso 3D fabric on front and sleeve
StradaPro 3D back for breathability
Elbow-length stretch sleeves with raw-cut edge
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Drop tail for perfect pocket placement while keeping jersey
fitting well at waist

L I G H T, D R Y A N D F A S T
—
Racing in the Alps in July is for a select few, but the
products that come out of that experience are absolutely
062
LIGHT STEEL BLUE

amazing for the rest of us. We made this jersey with Team
Ineos for the rigors of pro racing in hot weather and in the
high mountains. It’s extremely lightweight and features
open fabrics for additional airflow and quick drying. And
by using the same patterning as the Aero Race Jersey, we
make sure you get maximum aerodynamics as well.
Even if you don’t race over the Galibier this summer, you’ll
love the soft stretch and great fit of this jersey, and you’ll
appreciate how it keeps you cool on the hottest days.
Maybe you’ll even do like the pro riders do and use it on
wet days because it doesn’t soak up any moisture. And
you’ll certainly appreciate that the fabric on the back
blocks more than 90 percent of UV rays.

133
SANGRIA

030
DARK GRAY/YELLOW FLUO

065
IVORY/LIGHT STEEL BLUE

HORS CATEGORIE JERSEY 4520013

MEN’S JERSEYS

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 160 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

18°-32°C / 65°-90°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

3,700

49
MEN’S JERSEYS

48

All-around jersey for comfort, carrying capacity and convenience
Velocity Rev3 main body fabric is aero and stretchy, keeps you
dry, and provides excellent support for the pockets
Mesh fabric on back and sides
3 rear pockets with zippered key pocket and reflective zipper
tape
Covered front YKK® Vislon® zipper with zipper pull
Giro³ waistband elastic

THE EPIC RIDE JERSEY
—
This is the jersey for your big days in the saddle. It’s a highperformance piece of equipment that values comfort and
070
DARK STEEL BLUE

utility, not just pro race aerodynamics and minimalism.
The main body fabric is a polyester blend with just a bit
of Lycra® for perfect fit and moisture management. It’s
actually based on the same Velocity Rev3 fabric we use
in our Aero Race Jersey, but we gave it about 20% more
body for all-around performance and to better support the
pockets. We use a 3D mesh through the back, along with
a flat mesh on the side panels. The pockets are bit larger
than those on our race jerseys, for extra carrying capacity,
and there’s a zippered pocket for keys and money. We use
a YKK® Vislon® zipper for easiest sliding when closing or
opening and our Giro³ elastic waistband to distribute the
load. The sleeves are cut long.

860
VORTEX GRAY

030
DARK GRAY

023
RED

031
YELLOW

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 149 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

WEIGHT: 146 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

18°-34°C / 65°-95°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

18°-34°C / 65°-95°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

ProSecco Micromesh main body fabric to keep you dry

ProSecco Micromesh main body fabric to keep you dry

Mesh side panels for breathability

Mesh side panels for breathability

Velocity Rev2 fabric on sleeves with close-to-body fit and rawcut endings

Velocity Rev2 fabric on sleeves with close-to-body fit and rawcut endings

Covered YKK® Vislon® zipper

Covered YKK® Vislon® zipper

Drop tail with 3 rear pockets

Drop tail with 3 rear pockets

Reflective piping

Reflective piping

51
MEN’S JERSEYS

PASSO JERSEY 4520015

3,200

TROFEO JERSEY 4520014

MEN’S JERSEYS

3,200

50

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE/BLUE

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

The Passo Jersey is built on our Squadra base model, our allaround performer for everything from weekend racing to training
to long days in the saddle. The main ProSecco Micromesh
fabric ensures lightness and quick drying; the perforated side
panels enhance breathability; and the construction of the
sleeves, with no seams at the ends, provides unrivaled comfort.
The YKK® zipper and the structure of the back pockets, which
faithfully reproduce the characteristics of our WorldTour team’s
486
WINTER SKY/LIGHT STEEL BLUE

085
LIGHT BLACK/VORTEX GRAY

023
RED/FIERY RED

racing jerseys, complete the Passo. The result? A jersey that
offers outstanding fit, rapid drying and exceptional comfort.

032
YELLOW FLUO

023
RED

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 141 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

18°-34°C / 65°-95°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

53
MEN’S JERSEYS

MILANO JERSEY 4520021

MEN’S JERSEYS

3,200

52

ProSecco Micromesh main body fabric to keep you dry
Velocity Rev2 fabric on sleeves with close-to-body fit and rawcut endings
Covered YKK® Vislon® zipper
Drop tail with 3 rear pockets
Reflective piping

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

The Milano Jersey is built on our Squadra base model, our
all-around performer for everything from weekend racing
to training to long days in the saddle. The main ProSecco
Micromesh fabric ensures lightness and quick drying while
the construction of the sleeves, with no seams at the
ends, provides unrivaled comfort. The YKK® zipper and the
structure of the back pockets, which faithfully reproduce
the characteristics of our WorldTour team’s racing jerseys,
complete the Milano Jersey. The result? A jersey that
offers outstanding fit, rapid drying and exceptional comfort.

023
RED

001
WHITE

085
BLACK

ESPRESSO JERSEY 4519012

4,900

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 167 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

18°-34°C / 65°-95°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

55
MEN’S JERSEYS

MEN’S JERSEYS

54

Punto fabric gives excellent wicking and stretch with a soft
non-synthetic hand
Zippered chest pocket with no-sew zipper cover flap
3 mesh lined rear pockets with bellow costruction for maximum
capacity
Contrast lining at collar and sleeves

030
DARK GRAY

ESPRESSO JERSEY
—
We applied the Espresso name to a winter jacket a few years
ago mostly because it sounded fast and Italian, without really
thinking how a perfectly pulled Espresso is a work of art, something apparently so simple but at the same time the result of
painstaking attention to the details. That’s the thinking behind
the Espresso jersey. Simple and clean looks on the outside but
careful attention to the construction, from our new Punto fabric
with exceptional softness and breathability to the front zippered pocket for your cash and credit card. We invented a new
rear pocket construction that lays flat but can bellow out for
062
LIGHT STEEL BLUE

010
BLACK/RED

023
RED/BLACK

high carrying capacity when needed. In fit and finish this jersey
is designed to complement the Premio bibshort.

SUPERLEGGERA 2 JERSEY 4520017

MEN’S JERSEYS

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 102 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

22°-40°C / 70°-104°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

4,200

57
MEN’S JERSEYS

56

The deluxe, impossibly lightweight performance jersey
Oltre 70g stripe mesh base fabric
Stretch woven pocket reinforcement
No-sew welded sleeve and waist trim
Floating pocket construction with 3 main pockets and zippered
key pocket

THEY’LL THINK
YOU BOUGHT IT
JUST TO LOOK GOOD

YKK® zipper
Sublimated overprint Superleggera logo on back

—
This is the jersey that brings Castelli’s fabric and
construction engineering together in one of the most
refined jerseys we’ve ever made. The goal with this jersey
023
RED

was to make it as light as possible without sacrificing
transparency, sun protection and convenient features like
a zippered key pocket. We’ve brought in a new fabric that
we call Oltre, which roughly translates to “beyond,” and it
really goes beyond what you normally find in a jersey, with
the horizontal stripes giving great breathability and stretch
while providing good support for the pockets.
The jersey will do double duty in your wardrobe: It’s the
jersey to reach for on hot days or big climbing days in the
mountains. But it’s also the jersey you’ll pull out when you
just want to look good, thanks to the no-sew construction
around the sleeves and hem and the close attention to
detail in every stitch, seam and component.
It’s designed with a fit that is close to body but slightly
more relaxed than our race jerseys.

384
CHARTREUSE

860
VORTEX GRAY

085
LIGHT BLACK

VANTAGGIO JERSEY 4520018

MEN’S JERSEYS

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 167 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

18°-32°C / 65°-90°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

3,700

59
MEN’S JERSEYS

58

All-around jersey for comfort, carrying capacity and convenience
Velocity Rev3 main body fabric is aero and stretchy, keeps you
dry, and provides excellent support for the pockets
Mesh panels on top of back, back pockets, sides and back of
sleeves
3 rear pockets with zippered key pocket and reflective zipper
tape
Covered front YKK® Vislon® zipper with zipper pull

THE EPIC RIDE JERSEY

Giro³ waistband elastic

—
This is the jersey for your big days in the saddle. It’s a highperformance piece of equipment that values comfort and
utility, not just pro race aerodynamics and minimalism.
065
IVORY/DARK INFINITY BLUE

The main body fabric is a polyester blend with just a bit
of Lycra® for perfect fit and moisture management. It’s
actually based on the same Velocity Rev3 fabric we use
in our Aero Race Jersey, but we gave it about 20% more
body for all-around performance and to better support
the pockets. We use a 3D mesh through the shoulders
and back of sleeves, along with a flat mesh on the side
panels. The pockets are bit larger than those on our race
jerseys, for extra carrying capacity, and there’s a zippered
pocket for keys and money. We use a YKK® Vislon® zipper
for easiest sliding when closing or opening and our Giro³
elastic waistband to distribute the load. The sleeves are
cut long.

070
DARK STEEL BLUE/LIGHT STEEL BLUE

085
LIGHT BLACK/SILVER GRAY

860
VORTEX GRAY/WINTER SKY

PROLOGO VI JERSEY 4519015
SIZES: XS-3XL
WEIGHT: 156 g (Large)
18°-32°C / 65°-90°F

3,300

PROLOGO VI LONG SLEEVE 4519016

RACE FIT

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

BREATHABILITY

WEIGHT: 201g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

12°-20°C / 54°-68°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

3,500

61
MEN’S JERSEYS

MEN’S JERSEYS

60

New Punto fabric is light and breathable

New Punto fabric is light and breathable

Horizontal stretch for great fit, with limited vertical stretch to
support pockets

Horizontal stretch for great fit, with limited vertical stretch to
support pockets

Covered YKK® Vislon® zipper

Covered YKK® Vislon® zipper

Castelli shadow logo sublimation overprint on dyed base fabric

Castelli shadow logo sublimation overprint on dyed base fabric

Drop tail with 3 rear pockets and internal silicone waist elastic
on back

Drop tail with 3 rear pockets and internal silicone waist elastic
on back

Reflective piping

Reflective piping

030
DARK GRAY/VORTEX/WINTER SKY

010
BLACK/IVORY/DARK GRAY

062
LIGHT STEEL BLUE/CHARTREUSE/
DARK STEEL BLUE

231
BLACK/RED/BLACK

656
FIERY RED/IVORY/DARK INFINITY BLUE

231
BLACK/RED/BLACK

010
BLACK/IVORY/DARK GRAY

030
DARK GRAY/VORTEX/WINTER SKY

062
LIGHT STEEL BLUE/CHARTREUSE/
DARK STEEL BLUE

656
FIERY RED/IVORY/DARK INFINITY BLUE

ENTRATA V JERSEY 4520019
SIZES: XS-3XL
WEIGHT: 157 g (Large)
18°-34°C / 65°-95°F

3,000

ENTRATA V SLEEVELESS 4520020

RACE FIT

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

BREATHABILITY

WEIGHT: 139 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

24°-40°C / 75°-104°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

2,800

ProSecco GT main body fabric to wick moisture away

ProSecco GT main body fabric to wick moisture away

Sublimated stretch mesh with raw-cut edges at sleeve endings

Sublimated stretch mesh with raw-cut edges at sleeve endings

Mesh side panels and shoulder stretch zones for great fit

Mesh side panels and shoulder stretch zones for great fit

Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper

Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper

3 rear pockets

3 rear pockets

Reflective piping

Reflective piping

63
MEN’S JERSEYS

MEN’S JERSEYS

62

860
VORTEX GRAY

384
CHARTREUSE

IT NEVER GETS EASIER;
YOU JUST GO FASTER
—
We’ve incorporated a lot of our pro racing technology into this
all-around performance jersey. The base fabric is a textured
100% polyester that provides excellent wicking to keep you
dry in a wide range of conditions. We’ve wrapped our AirMesh
fabric around the shoulders and down into the sleeves and side
panels to give extra stretch so the jersey doesn’t constrict or
make you look like you should have bought a size larger. The
mesh side panels have a Castelli outline print, while the overall
384
CHARTREUSE

062
LIGHT STEEL BLUE

656
FIERY RED

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

085
LIGHT BLACK

graphic stays clean and sophisticated.

062
LIGHT STEEL BLUE

656
FIERY RED

085
LIGHT BLACK

64

65

T E A M
I T A L I A
—

ITALIA 20 BIBSHORT 4520117

SIZES: XS-3XL

RACE FIT

SIZES: S-3XL

WEIGHT: 118 g (Large)

BREATHABILITY

WEIGHT: 186 g (Large)

18°-32°C / 65°-90°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

4,500

67
TEAM ITALIA

ITALIA 20 JERSEY 4520116

TEAM ITALIA

4,900

66

Endurance Evolution fabric provides optimum muscle support
and feels drier in nearly all conditions
Updated bib strap construction with mesh back and straps
Embossed ITALIA on side panel

Lightweight 95g 50/50 polyester/wool mix

Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad for even greater comfort and
improved airflow

Embroidered patch logos
Giro³ gripper elastic at waist

Giro³ leg grippers with sublimation printed Italia tone on tone
graphic

Italian green-white-red zipper pull
Italia sublimated overprint graphic
3-pocket drop-tail design

458
AZZURRO ITALIA

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

ITALIA CAP 4520118

900

ITALIA 15 SOCK 4520119

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

Traditional cotton twill cycling cap

Meryl® Skinlife bacteriostatic yarn

Tonal logo on visor

15cm cuff

Embroidered patch scorpion logo

Midfoot support band

H E R I TA G E
—
As supplier to the Italian Cycling Federation, we are bringing
back a more classic look to the national team. It’s a throwback
to the years of Fausto Coppi but with a modern twist. The poly/
wool fabric is as light as a modern synthetic fabric but with
great moisture management and a distinct look. The logos are
applied embroidered patches, the metal zipper pull is in the
form of the Italia flag, and even the internal elastic is done in
the tricolore. It’s a classic-look performance jersey to celebrate
everything you love about this sport.

133
SANGRIA

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

001
WHITE

700

MEN’S BASE LAYER

68

SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 55 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

15°-28°C / 59°-80°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

PRO-LEVEL BASE
69

The pro cyclists we work with know the importance of the right
base layer for the conditions. The Pro Mesh is made for the

MEN’S BASE LAYER

2,300
2,200

PRO MESH SHORT SLEEVE 4520028
PRO MESH SLEEVELESS 4520029

widest range of conditions and is designed to keep you dry in
cool to mild temperatures. We’ll even put it under a Flanders
Warm base layer in the coldest conditions. We’ve given it
a graphic print so you can show off that you have something
special when you open your jersey zip.

3D mesh fabric for excellent moisture management
Sublimated print graphic
Waist hem stays flat under shorts

M E N ’ S
B A S E L A Y E R
—
085
LIGHT BLACK

032
YELLOW FLUO

870
SILVER GRAY

023
RED

085
LIGHT BLACK

032
YELLOW FLUO

870
SILVER GRAY

023
RED

ACTIVE COOLING SLEEVELESS 4520030
SIZES: XS-2XL
WEIGHT: 84 g (Large)
25°-35°C / 68°-95°F

2,600

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS

CORE SEAMLESS BASE LAYER 4520031
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL
WEIGHT: 45 g (Large)
15°-25°C / 59°-77°F

INSULATION

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS
INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 88g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

20°-25°C / 68°-77°F

INSULATION

71

LIGHTWEIGHT

Magic Mesh 90% polyester, 10% Elastane wicking fabric

Seamless lightweight drying layer

Polartec Delta fabric features regulated drying so that the
evaporative effect cools your core

Ideal for cool to mild conditions when keeping yourself dry is
the priority

Sleeveless design with minimalist construction

Unique mix of polyester and polypropylene provides maximum
moisture management with significantly lighter weight

Sublimated overprint

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

BREATHABILITY

Base layer to cool you on hot days
®

2,000

MEN’S BASE LAYER

MEN’S BASE LAYER

70

1,700
1,500

CORE MESH 3 SS 4517027
CORE MESH 3 SLEEVELESS 4517028

Minimalist lightweight construction
Reduced seams for maximum comfort

Seamless construction gives exceptionally stretchy fit

001
WHITE

WARMER CONDITIONS
—
This is our base layer for the warmest conditions. The mesh is open
to create a space on the skin for sweat to evaporate. The 10%
elastane content makes it very stretchy and helps in the moisture
870
SILVER GRAY

001
WHITE

COOLING TECHNOLOGY
—

M I R A C L E L AY E R
—

By using hydrophilic and hydrophobic yarns, this base layer holds

We’ve never been happy with the traditional nylon/Lycra® con-

a bit of moisture next to your body while allowing free airflow

struction of most seamless base layers, which tend to hold a lot

through the fabric, thanks to the special open knit. You get

of moisture. We engineered this Core Seamless with a mixture of

evaporative cooling directly on your skin. We recommend using

polyester and polypropylene that moves the moisture away from

this with our coolest jerseys, like the Climber’s or Superleggera,

your body with absolutely minimal moisture uptake. The fabric is

though it will work under any breathable jersey.

soft next to your skin and provides great temperature regulation
in mild conditions. It’s not for hot temperatures but it does work
as a first layer even into cooler temperatures, while the seamless
construction keeps it extremely comfortable next to your skin.

retention so that you’re always getting evaporative cooling.

001
WHITE

MEN’S BASE LAYER

72

1,300

PROSECCO R SS 4518523

2,200

SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 48g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 112g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-25°C / 50°-77°F

INSULATION

10°-20°C / 50°-68°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

100% polyester 3D mesh fabric

73
MEN’S BASE LAYER

1,400

PRO ISSUE SS 4515537
PRO ISSUE SLEEVELESS 4515538

ProSecco mid-weight fabric to keep you dry with a bit of
insulation as well

Reduced seaming at shoulders for extra comfort

Cut to fit under any Castelli jersey

Wider collar to fit under aero jerseys

Flat seams

Flat waist hem to lie flat in shorts

001
WHITE

010
BLACK

DRY IS GOOD
—

PROSECCO R LS 4518524

This is the piece our pros requested for those inbetween conditions where the Flanders is too warm and the Core Mesh is too
cool, like Spain in February or Belgium in April. You’re not looking for warmth from your base layer, just something to move the
moisture away from your body and help your race jersey perform.
Our 3D mesh fabric creates dead air space next to your skin,
while the polyester capillary action moves sweat away.

2,500

SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 148g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-18°C / 43°-64°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY

001
WHITE

LIGHTWEIGHT

ProSecco mid-weight fabric to keep you dry with a bit of
insulation as well
Cut to fit under any Castelli jersey
Flat seams

EXTENDED USEFULNESS
—
The Prosecco base layers are our mid-weight option and are
made to wick moisture away from your body while adding a
moderate amount of insulation. This all-around base layer can
be used under a short-sleeve jersey to extend the comfort range
to those first cool fall days, or even under a full jacket for your
intense cold-weather training sessions.

010
BLACK

74

75

M E N ’ S
A C C E S S O R I E S
—

ROSSO CORSA PRO GLOVE 4519027

SIZES: XS-2XL

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 22 g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 43 g (Pair)

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

15°-30°C / 59°-86°F

Grip and protection in a minimalist glove for riders who don’t
like gloves

Castelli Damping System (CDS)

77

High-stretch cuff for easy on and off

2-layer palm for protection, with added print for grip

Gel padding and silicone grip add comfort and control

Minimal seams with lightweight fabric for exceptional comfort

Crash protection wraps around side of hand

Engineered compression overlay for fit

Reflective piping detail

Castelli Damping System (CDS) protects median nerve

FOR THE LOVE OF THE GLOVE
—

1,700

MEN’S GLOVES

ICON RACE GLOVE 4520032

MEN’S GLOVES

1,800

76

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

The Icon Race Glove was designed for the cyclist seeking all the
benefits of wearing gloves but without any of the restrictions.
Protection, grip, comfort and looks: check, check, check and
check. You’ll never want to not wear gloves again.
001
WHITE

ROSSO CORSA ESPRESSO GLOVE 4519026

023
RED

062
LIGHT STEEL BLUE

023
RED

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

1,500

SIZES: XS-2XL
WEIGHT: 44 g (Pair)
01

02

15°-30°C / 59°-86°F
Castelli Damping System (CDS)

—

High-stretch cuff for easy on and off

The Castelli Damping System was designed

Gel padding and silicone grip add comfort and control

and engineered to address a common problem

Textured mesh with stretch and recovery

many riders suffer from: discomfort and
occasional numbness in the hands associated
with extended periods of time gripping the

0 1.

handlebar. We carefully mapped key parts of the

PALM CONSTRUCTION

hand in order to create optimal protection from

Our unique palm construction that features

steady road vibrations. The result is our unique

a combination of protective materials and

palm construction that features a combination

cushioning foams.

030
DARK GRAY

of protective materials and cushioning foams.
The Castelli Damping System is applied across
many styles in our glove collection and provides

0 2.

outstanding control and comfort during training

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

or racing.

Thanks to CDS construction the pressure on
the median nerve is carefully ditributed along
the handlebar.

010
BLACK

ARENBERG GEL 2 GLOVE 4519028

SIZES: XS-2XL

SIZES: XS-2XL

WEIGHT: 22 g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 45 g (Pair)

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

15°-30°C / 59°-86°F

Castelli Damping System (CDS)

Castelli Damping System (CDS)

Minimalist construction for maximum comfort while providing
palm protection

Gel padding and silicone grip add comfort and control

1,400

79
MEN’S GLOVES

CABRIO GLOVE 4519071

MEN’S GLOVES

1,600

78

Adjustable wrist closure

Unique thumbless construction allows extra movement and
comfort

Micromesh back
Microsuede nose wipe on thumb

Extremely comfortable cuff with anatomical cut
Extra-lightweight fabrics with added perforation for
breathability
Silicone adds grip on palm and provides extra crash protection

321
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

231
BLACK/RED

860
VORTEX GRAY

ARENBERG GEL LF GLOVE 4520033

030
DARK GRAY

165
BLACK/IVORY

070
DARK STEEL BLUE/LIGHT
STEEL BLUE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE/LIGHT
STEEL BLUE/LIME

334
DARK GRAY/ORANGE

1,700

SIZES: XS-2XL
WEIGHT: 66 g (Pair)
12°-27°C / 54°-80°F
010
BLACK

Gel padding and silicone grip add comfort and control
Castelli Damping System (CDS) protects median nerve
Adjustable wrist closure
MicroMesh back
Microsuede nose wipe on thumb

LET THE AIR FLOW
—
010
BLACK

When we set out to create the lightest glove in the pro peloton,
our design and engineering teams focused on reducing weight
and enhancing comfort. We identified the key handlebar positions and strategically placed the Castelli Damping System on a

UNLIMITED COMFORT
—

highly abrasion-resistant base material as an extra layer of protection for the nerves in the hands and to reduce road vibration.

Similar to its short-fingered sibling, this glove gives you

We reduced weight and increased airflow by removing unneces-

unparalleled comfort when you’re riding over any terrain, but

sary material covering the thumb and back of hand. The result is

with full-finger coverage. The unique palm construction of the

a full-protection glove with great padding and maximum airflow

Castelli Damping System will ensure a smooth ride whether

with a feel of riding with bare hands. The perfect glove for racing

you’re tackling rough gravel roads or full-blown stretches of

or your favorite training ride.

Paris-Roubaix cobbles.

UNLIMITED LF GLOVE 4520034

MEN’S GLOVES

SIZES: XS-2XL

1,600

81
MEN’S GLOVES

80

WEIGHT: 45 g (Pair)
15°-27°C / 59°-80°F
The Unlimited Glove is versatile for gravel or road riding
Rail construction fingertips for added durability on rough terrain
Castelli Damping System (CDS) protects median nerve
Synthetic palm material with built-in allover grip
Easy on and off with stretch side panels

010
BLACK

860
VORTEX GRAY

COMFORT
M E E T S V E R S AT I L I T Y
—
These gloves were designed for those days when you’re looking
for a little protection from brisk early morning temperatures or
from the rugged vibrations of a gravel road but you don’t need
anything more. The side stretch panels make them super easy to
get on and off, and they are incredibly compact, so they’re also
perfect for those days when you’ll start with gloves and stash
them in your jersey pocket mid-ride.

1,600

LIGHTNESS 2 GLOVE 4519523

SIZES: XS-2XL

SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 27 g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 50 g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

15°-32°C / 59°-90°F

12°-19°C / 54°-66°F

INSULATION

83
MEN’S GLOVES

COMPETIZIONE GLOVE 4520035

MEN’S GLOVES

1,400

82

BREATHABILITY

Stretch mesh fabric to keep your hands cool and comfortable
during the race

LIGHTWEIGHT

Moderately light padding with essential placement
Silicone grip on palm

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Castelli Damping System (CDS) protects median nerve
Easy on and off with high-stretch cuff

Versatile cool-weather glove for changing seasonal conditions
Thermoflex back of hand for warmth with excellent breathability
Contoured palm for excellent fit and silicone print for optimal
grip

010
BLACK

NO FUSS, NO MUSS
—

Castelli Damping System (CDS) for comfort and control in all
conditions

010
BLACK

High-stretch cuff for easy on and off

L I G H T B U T S U R P R I S I N G LY WA R M
—
Our Lightness Glove has been a perennial favorite, but now we’ve updated it

Sometimes you just want a glove that covers the basics: a little

with better fit, easier on/off, better grip and better padding. We’ve kept the same

padding but not too much, a bit of protection in case of a fall, a

brushed fleece back of hand that gives just the right amount of warmth without

glove you’ll forget about while on the bike, and a glove that looks

ENTRATA GLOVE 4518016

overheating. And we’ve added the Castelli Damping System padding and an
023
RED

good with the rest of your kit.

034
ORANGE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

030
DARK GRAY

1,200

innovative wrist cuff to make ingress and egress easier than ever.

DILUVIO C GLOVE 4517524

SIZES: XS-2XL
WEIGHT: 34 g (Pair)
15°-30°C / 59°-86°F

1,500

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 99 g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

5°-16°C / 41°-61°F

INSULATION

Synthetic palm with medium density foam padding

BREATHABILITY

Microssuede nose wipe at thumb

LIGHTWEIGHT

Velcro closure
Extreme moisture management fabric back to keep hands dry

WEATHER CONDITIONS
3mm neoprene insulation to keep your hands warm in wet
conditions
Grip print on palm

023
RED

Extended neoprene cuff to keep the wind and rain out
010
BLACK

THE RIGHT GLOVE FOR YOU
—
If you don’t need a lot of padding and just want a glove to protect
your palms on the bars or in case of a tumble, this glove has
you covered. We use an synthetic palm to keep it soft and a micromesh back of hand to keep it cool. Velcro adjustability means
it’s relatively easy to get on and off.

010
BLACK

384
CHARTREUSE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

FAST FEET

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 53 g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-30°C / 50°-86°F

INSULATION

85

BREATHABILITY

F A S T
F E E T
—

FAST FEET SOCK 4519032

SIZES: S-2XL

1,600

FAST FEET

FAST FEET TT SHOECOVER 4519031

84

Castelli’s Fast Feet project: aerodynamic foot

LIGHTWEIGHT

coverings for every condition. The TT shoecover is designed for maximum aerodynamics

Castelli’s Fast Feet project – for time trials

in time trialing, within the limits of the UCI

Developed with Team Ineos for the fastest foot covering for
time trialing

rules. We developed it through CFD analysis
followed by extensive fabric and on-bike wind

Silicone-coated stretch fabric over the shoe smooths out airflow

tunnel testing. The smooth silicone-coated

Engineered grooved Lycra® in the ankle portion helps detach
airflow

foot portion smooths out the shape of the foot,
while the grooved leg portion helps detach the

Flat polyurethane tape at the top to keep shoecover in place

air as it flows around the leg. The shoecover is
cut high, reaching to the calf. There’s no reason not to wear it on the road, but its gains are
010
BLACK

1,300

FAST FEET ROAD SHOECOVER 4519030

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 45 g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 98 g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-30°C / 50°-86°F

INSULATION

8°-20°C / 45°-68°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

Castelli’s Fast Feet project – for road riding in warm conditions

2,600

Castelli’s Fast Feet project: aerodynamic foot
coverings for every condition. The road shoecover is made for racing and training in cool conditions and combines aerodynamics with full

Castelli’s Fast Feet project – for road racing in cool and wet
conditions

The sock portion is based on Castelli’s Rosso Corsa sock for
in-shoe comfort

wind protection and good water protection. The
silicone-coated stretch fabric smooths airflow

Aerodynamic, windproof, waterproof

The leg portion is constructed with engineered grooved Lycra
to help detach airflow

over the feet while keeping out wind and rain.

Silicone-coated smooth waterproof stretch fabric

®

The ankle seam is taped to further enhance wa-

Step-down trip strips on side of leg help detach airflow

ter protection, while the cuff has a silicone bead

Seam sealed to keep water out

to prevent water from entering from the top. It’s

YKK rear zipper
®

not insulated, so it’s not made for cold condi-

Reflective details

001
WHITE

010
BLACK

maximized at TT speeds.

tions, but from 8 °C/45 °F and up it offers good
010
BLACK

protection while maximizing aerodynamics.

DILUVIO C SHOECOVER 16 4517525
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

1,700

TOE THINGY 2 4518093

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 146 g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

0°-12°C / 32°-54°F

INSULATION

ALL-AROUND
PERFORMER
—

700

SIZES: UNI

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 62 g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-18°C / 50°-64°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

87

DESIGNED FOR
T H O S E S L I G H T LY
C O O L E R D AY S
—

BREATHABILITY
The exceptional stretch of our high-quality 3mm

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

neoprene fabric makes this bootie comfortable
for both wet and dry conditions. It keeps the

WEATHER CONDITIONS

wind off while providing a good bit of insulation. If you should get caught in wet conditions,

3mm neoprene fabric will stand up to the wettest and coldest
winter riding conditions

the sealed seams and waterproof zipper help
keep the rain out.

Glued seams
Waterproof zipper with ankle protection flap
Reflective heel panel

shoecover. These toecovers slip easily over the
WEATHER CONDITIONS

front of your shoes and are held in place by the
cleats. The rugged underside of the toe will add

WIndproof Neoprene protection for your toes

grip and resist rips or tears thanks to a silicone

Rugged, rubberized sole with openings for cleats

print. The toecover can be worn on its own or as

Red fabric on inside

a layer between your shoe and shoecover.

Can be worn on its own or as a layer between your shoe and
shoecover

010
BLACK

High-durability toe panel fabric

Keep your feet warm without the hassle of a full

010
BLACK

Easy-on pull tab

DILUVIO 2 ALL-ROAD SHOECOVER 4516538

1,700

SLICKER PULL-ON SHOECOVER 4519528

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 170 g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 81 g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

3°-15°C / 38°-59°F

INSULATION

8°-16°C / 46°-62°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

2,000
SEAL OUT
T H E W E AT H E R
AND GET AERO
—

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS

We’ve taken a different approach to the tra-

LIGHTWEIGHT

ADDED FLEXIBILITY
—

ditional shoecover. Making the waterproof
fabric significantly more stretchy allows you to

WEATHER CONDITIONS

actually pull this bootie on over your shoe, but

Thanks to the open construction under the foot,
3mm-thick neoprene

this bootie can be used with road or MTB shoes

Super-stretch fabric allows easy on and off without a zipper

Glued seams

so you can cover all your cold-weather rides.

Waterproof fabric will keep you dry in wet conditions

Reflective heel panel

The seams are glued and we even finished the

Sealed seams for complete water protection

High-durability panel under foot

top edge to help prevent water from coming into

Stretch fit and smooth surface for aerodynamics

the bootie. Reflective details on the back help

Reflective graphics

Adjustable Velcro closure under foot adapts to wide range
of footwear
Heavy-duty rear zipper

010
BLACK

make this the do-it-all bootie.

the lack of a zipper in the back makes it more
comfortable and improves waterproofing. The
smooth surface will help you stay aero in your
next foul-weather road race.
010
BLACK

MEN’S SHOECOVERS

MEN’S SHOECOVERS
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ROSSO CORSA 13 SOCK 4517034
ROSSO CORSA 9 SOCK 4517035
ROSSO CORSA 6 SOCK 4517036

}

UNLIMITED 15 SOCK 4520041

700

700

ENTRATA 13 SOCK 4520043
ENTRATA 9 SOCK 4520044

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

600

89
MEN’S SOCKS

MEN’S SOCKS

88

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL
Meryl® Skinlife yarns

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL
Meryl Skinlife yarns feature bacteriostatic silver ions
®

Mesh construction keeps foot cool

Piquet knit compression cuff

Polypropylene yarns that don’t absorb moisture

Midfoot support band

Mix of textures for breathability and cushioning

15 cm height

Midfoot support band
9 and 13 cm height

Compression cuff

010
BLACK

SUPERLEGGERA 12 SOCK 4520036

001
WHITE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

700

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL
030
DARK GRAY

Ultralight diaphanous mesh ankle

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

089
FOREST GRAY

Meryl Skinlife yarns
®

001
WHITE

010
BLACK

023
RED

Midfoot support band
12 cm height

FREE KIT 13 SOCK 4519034
001
WHITE

010
BLACK

023
RED

032
YELLOW FLUO

700

LOWBOY SOCK 4507069

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

Meryl® Skinlife antibacterial yarns

Meryl® Skinlife antibacterial fibers

Lightweight construction to keep foot cool

Midfoot support band

Midfoot support band

Silver ankle cuff

600

Compression cuff keeps sock in place

TROFEO 15 SOCK 4520040

700

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL
Meryl® Skinlife yarns
Piquet knit compression cuff
Midfoot support band
15 cm height

023
RED

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

486
WINTER SKY

010
BLACK

001
WHITE

001
WHITE/BLACK

010
BLACK/DARK GRAY

062
LIGHT STEEL BLUE/RED

001
WHITE/BLACK

010
BLACK/WHITE

THERMOFLEX WARMERS
NANO FLEX
ALL-CONDITION WARMERS
—

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS

91

THERMOFLEX LUXURIOUS
FLEECY WARMTH
—

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

INSULATION
Choose Nano Flex for warmers that are great in dry conditions

BREATHABILITY

If you don’t need the extra wet weather protection of Nano Flex,

BREATHABILITY

but also give some extra protection and warmth in wet condi-

LIGHTWEIGHT

or if you’ve always been happy with traditional warmers, you’ll
find that Castelli’s Thermoflex warmers offer the softest, most

LIGHTWEIGHT

tions. We invented the category of water-protective thermal

luxurious fabric combined with careful attention to construction

fabrics, and Castelli’s proprietary Nano Flex is often imitated but
WEATHER CONDITIONS

MEN’S WARMERS

NANO FLEX 3G

MEN’S WARMERS

90

details.

WEATHER CONDITIONS

never equaled. No compromises for any conditions.

Water-repellent thermal and breathable Nano Flex fabric

Thermoflex fleece fabric is warm, stretchy and soft

Flat-lock stitching with single seam

Single-piece construction with flat-lock seams

Double-sided silicone grippers to keep warmers in place

Embossed Castelli wordmark logos
Dual-sided silicone gripper elastic at top prevents sliding down

NANO FLEX 3G ARWARMER 4519529
SIZES: S-XL
WEIGHT: 66 g (Pair)

1,500

NANO FLEX 3G LEGWARMER 4519577
SIZES: S-XL

2,400

NANO FLEX 3G KNEEWARMER 4519578
SIZES: S-XL

1,700

THERMOFLEX 2 ARMWARMER 4519530
SIZES: S-XL

1,200

THERMOFLEX 2 LEGWARMER 4519531
SIZES: S-XL

2,000

THERMOFLEX 2 KNEEWARMER 4519532
SIZES: S-XL

WEIGHT: 119 g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 89 g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 61 g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 114 g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 84 g (Pair)

8°-20°C / 46°-68F

8°-18°C / 46°-64F

12°-20°C / 54°-68°F

8°-20°C / 46°-68F

8°-18°C / 46°-64F

12°-20°C / 54°-68°F

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

1,400

PRO SEAMLESS ARM WARMER 4520046

MEN’S WARMERS

SIZES: SM-LX

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 67 g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-20°C / 50°-98°F

900

UPF 50+

S U R P R I S I N G LY U S E F U L
—

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS

We can officially only rate these warmers at UPF 50+, but in our

INSULATION

INSULATION

laboratory tests they actually blocked 99.8 percent of damaging
UV rays. We used a polyester base that is not only more effective

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

than nylon at blocking UV rays but is also much better at keeping

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

93
MEN’S WARMERS

92

you dry, which means these arm sleeves are better in both cooler
and warmer conditions. We’ve kept the construction very clean

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

to eliminate seams that can rub, and we used our double-sided
silicone elastic to make sure they stay in place. They fold up

Mid-weight seamless arm warmer
Surprisingly warm without causing overheating
Unique polyester/nylon/Lycra 78%/15%/7% blend
Folds up extra small

extremely small, so they’re great to stick in your pockets for your

UPF 50+ protection

next big mountain day.

Polyester based for excellent moisture management

®

Fully seamless construction

Solare fabric keeps the chill off without causing overheating

Double-side silicone elastic at top for excellent grip

010
BLACK

UPF 50+ LIGHT ARM SLEEVES 4516036

1,100

SIZES: S-XL
WEIGHT: 67 g (Pair)
8°-18°C / 45°-70°F

UPF 50+ LIGHT LEG SLEEVES 4516037

1,800

SIZES: S-XL

UPF 50+ LIGHT KNEE SLEEVES 4516038
SIZES: S-XL

WEIGHT: 121 g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 94 g (Pair)

8°-18°C / 45°-70°F

8°-18°C / 45°-70°F

A BETTER ARM WARMER
—
With Team Ineos we set out to make a better seamless
arm warmer. Others on the market are made with a nylon/
Lycra® blend that tends to hold moisture, but we knew we
could get better moisture management with a polyester
yarn. Working with polyester makes it more difficult to get
the right stretch, return and manufacturing consistency,
though. It took a year longer than we thought, but we’re
all glad we stuck with it. These warmers are a pro rider
favorite because they’re crazy light and they’re extremely
warm for their weight, yet even in milder conditions you
don’t overheat. They’re so stretchy you hardly feel them
on, yet when you take them off they occupy a fraction of
the space that normal warmers would take in your pocket.

010
BLACK

001
WHITE

010
BLACK

001
WHITE

010
BLACK

1,200

MEN’S HEADWEAR

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

Highly ventilated mesh

UPF 50+

One size fits all

Classic Castelli fit and comfort

Light weight

ROSSO CORSA CYCLING CAP 4519038

023
RED

001
WHITE

010
BLACK

900

One size fits all

HORS CATEGORIE CAP 4520049

SIZES: UNI

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

133
SANGRIA

023
RED

800

Hors Categorie print on front

Lightweight visor with printed graphic

025
GIRO PINK

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

030
DARK GRAY

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

010
BLACK

101
WHITE/BLACK

302
DARK GRAY/RED

031
YELLOW

030
DARK GRAY

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

900

ESPRESSO CAP 4520050

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

Traditional cycling fit with polyester mesh fabric for
breathability

Classic cotton/polyester twill cycling cap

One size fits all

010
BLACK

Classic cotton twill cycling cap

Polyester mesh allows maximum airflow

Vintage Castelli branding

95

SIZES: UNI

Classic cycling cap fit

PERFORMANCE 3 CYCLING CAP 4520047

1,100

UPF CYCLING CAP 4520048

A/C CYCLING CAP 4518024

800

Woven contrast webbing stripe
010
BLACK

034
ORANGE

001
WHITE

023
RED

MEN’S HEADWEAR

900

94

SUMMER SKULLCAP 4516043

MEN’S HEADWEAR

SIZES: UNI

800

CASTELLI BANDANA 4513048

ProSecco Strada fabric for excellent wicking

Mesh top panel for ventilation

Sublimation printing for long-lasting, vibrant colors

Fits under helmet

010
BLACK

001
WHITE

LIGHT HEAD THINGY 4520055

700

010
BLACK

001
WHITE

023
RED

010
BLACK/DARK GRAY

070
DARK STEEL BLUE/
LIGHT STEEL BLUE

101
WHITE/BLACK

800

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

100% polyester jersey for maximum moisture management

Polyester stretch fabric on front for great wicking

Seamless continuous-tube construction

Stretch mesh back

Sublimated graphic
010
BLACK

CASTELLI HEADBAND 4513047

97

SIZES: UNI

Wicking layer to keep sweat out of your eyes

SUMMER HEADBAND 4516044

800

001
WHITE

Protects from the sun’s rays or provides a little extra warmth
on cool days

CASTELLI WATER BOTTLE 4520123

700

400

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

New „Fly Team“ water bottle also used by Team Ineos made
by Elite

ProSecco Strada fabric for excellent wicking

Ultra-thin walls

Polypropylene liner at front to help move moisture off your skin
Sublimation printing for long-lasting, vibrant colors

Summer weight

Soft rubber nozzle is easy on the mouth and delivers fluid fast
010
BLACK

001
WHITE

Wide-mouth opening for easy filling and cleaning
Weights just 53g
550ML liquid capacity

009
ANTHRACITE

023
RED

MEN’S HEADWEAR
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98

99

M E N ’ S
A L L W E A T H E R
P R O T E C T I O N 		
—

PERFETTO RoS VEST 4519504

4,900

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 175 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

14°-20°C / 57°-68°F

INSULATION

101
MEN’S PERFETTO

MEN’S PERFETTO

100

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Best race or training vest with windproof front and breathable
rain-repelling back
GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® 203 Stretch lightweight
fabric on front
Nano Flex Light Woven on back for breathable stretch with
good water protection
YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy ventilation adjustment on the fly
2 rear pockets with pump sleeve
Gabba-style dropped tail with reflective panel

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

032
YELLOW FLUO

034
ORANGE

059
DRIVE BLUE

085
LIGHT BLACK

PERFETTO RoS LIGHT 4519503

5,600

6,300

GABBA RoS 4519502

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 199 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 255 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

12°-20°C / 54°-68°F

INSULATION

9°-16°C / 48°-61°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Lightest Castelli short-sleeve wind protection

The 4th generation of the Gabba from the inventors of the
Gabba

GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® 203 Stretch lightweight
fabric on front and sleeves

103
MEN’S PERFETTO

MEN’S PERFETTO
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Now more waterresistant than ever

Nano Flex Light Woven on back for breathable stretch with
good water protection

Castelli exclusive GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® 205
Warm brushed waterresistant fabric on front-facing surfaces

YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy ventilation adjustment on the fly

GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® 203 Stretch on rearfacing surfaces for extra stretch and breathability

2 rear pockets with pump sleeve

Taped shoulder seams (reflective for color 085) for extra rain
protection

Gabba-style dropped tail with reflective panel

YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy sliding, covered for extra wind and
rain protection
2 rear pockets with pump sleeve are easily accessed with
gloved hands
085
LIGHT BLACK

032
YELLOW FLUO

034
ORANGE

059
DRIVE BLUE

032
YELLOW FLUO

Dropped tail with large black reflective panel

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

034
ORANGE

059
DRIVE BLUE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

085
LIGHT BLACK

7,700

PERFETTO RoS LONG SLEEVE 4519500
SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 305 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

4°-14°C / 39°-57°F

INSULATION

PERFETTO RoS CONVERTIBLE JACKET
4519501

105

8,900

BREATHABILITY

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 322 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

4°-16°C / 39°-61°F

INSULATION

MEN’S PERFETTO

MEN’S PERFETTO

104

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Castelli exclusive GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER 205
Warm brushed waterresistant fabric on front-facing surfaces
®

Zips just above elbows to allow use as long- or short-sleeve
jacket

GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® 203 Stretch on rearfacing surfaces for extra stretch and breathability

Castelli exclusive GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® 205
Warm brushed waterresistant fabric on front-facing surfaces

Taped shoulder seams (reflective for color 085) for extra rain
protection

GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® 203 Stretch on rearfacing surfaces for extra stretch and breathability

YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy sliding, covered for extra wind and
rain protection
Zippered ventilation opening on side of chest

Taped shoulder seams (reflective for color 085) for extra rain
protection

2 rear pockets with pump sleeve are easily accessed with
gloved hands

YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy sliding, covered for extra wind and
rain protection

Gabba-style dropped tail with large black reflective panel

Zippered ventilation opening on side of chest
2 rear pockets with pump sleeve are easily accessed with
gloved hands

059
DRIVE BLUE

034
ORANGE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

085
LIGHT BLACK

034
ORANGE

Gabba-style dropped tail with large black reflective panel

032
YELLOW FLUO

059
DRIVE BLUE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

085
LIGHT BLACK

032
YELLOW FLUO

IDRO PRO 2 JACKET 4519079

13,800

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 158 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-20°C / 43°-68°F

INSULATION

107
MEN’S PROTECTION

MEN’S PROTECTION
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BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
GORE-TEX® SHAKEDRY™ 2-layer ultralight waterproof
breathable fabric
Stretch GORE-TEX® water - and windproof inserts at elbow,
shoulder and side panel

T H E U LT I M AT E
GORE-TEX®
CYCLING JACKET
—

Stretch wrist closure eliminates flapping fabric yet facilitates
ingress/egress
YKK® Vislon® waterproof zipper
2 external rear pockets
Silicone elastic waistband

Light, packable, highly breathable, durably waterproof

Fully taped seams for total waterproof construction

and aero fitting. This is the first piece that brings all

Reflective trim

those features together into a jacket made for the rider

Packs up small to easily store in jersey pocket

who has to (or choses to) ride in any weather conditions.
010
BLACK

When GORE-TEX® introduced SHAKEDRY™ technology
two seasons ago, we immediately saw the opportunity to
make waterproof jackets lighter than ever. And then we
tested it and realized that we’re also able to make them
more breathable than ever. Now, thanks to Gore’s new
Topo inserts we’re able to bring a close fit and extreme
packability to a jacket that’s fully protective for all-day
riding in the rain. We’ve given it two external pockets so
you don’t have to unzip to reach your jersey pockets. We’ve
given it a longer tail to shield you from the spray coming
off your back wheel. We’ve given it a soft neck liner. And
we’ve given it reflectivity for safety. Compared to our Idro 2
jacket, this is more of a workhorse jacket. It’s made for the
rider who leaves his house for an all-day ride in the rain, for
the rider whose jacket is a necessity and not a piece that
stays in a pocket until it’s needed.

IDRO 2 JACKET 4518030

10,500

EMERGENCY RAIN JACKET 4517500

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 107 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 175 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-20°C / 43°-68°F

INSULATION

5°-18°C / 40°-65°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

The lightest Castelli GORE-TEX® product ever made

Deluge Light 2.5–layer waterproof fabric keeps rain off
with 10,000 mm water column

Durably waterproof and long-lasting weather protection backed
by the GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY™ promise

4,900

109
MEN’S PROTECTION

MEN’S PROTECTION
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Slight amount of stretch for excellent fit in riding position

GORE-TEX® SHAKEDRY™ product technology

Folds into half a jersey pocket for emergency situations

Folds into just half a pocket

Innovative “gutters” drain water away from hands and off back

YKK® waterproof Vislon® zipper

Waterproof zipper and seam sealing keep all water out

Anatomic wrist closure
Reflective Castelli wordmark

010
BLACK

READY IN CASE
OF EMERGENCY
—

032
YELLOW FLUO

Just like the name says, we wanted to create the ideal simple
jacket. We made it completely waterproof and compact, and, as
you’d expect from Castelli, we also gave it an amazing on-bike
fit, yet it’s still roomy enough to fit over a Gabba. This jacket is
an emergency piece, so we knew you wouldn’t want to break
the bank with it, but the only real compromise compared to our
top-of-the-line offerings is in breathability. We didn’t make this
for an all-day rain ride, but it’s just right for your next emergency.

T H E S M A L L E S T,
LIGHTEST GORE-TEX®
JACKET
—
This jacket can change the way you ride. It’s so small you’ll find
yourself stuffing it in your pocket for rides with even a remote
chance of rain, just because it takes up so little space. And
you’ll be extending your rides into conditions when rain is in the
forecast because you know you’ll be perfectly covered. Using
Gore’s newest SHAKEDRY™ two-layer fabric, we constructed
the most minimalistic jacket that still covers your needs. It fits
over your jersey and vest. It covers your tail. It has a tall collar.
It has a YKK® Vislon® waterproof zipper. It has reflectivity. But
that’s about it. Compared to the Idro Pro jacket, this one is made
to go in your pocket for every ride, yet still provide the essential
protection when called into duty.

010
BLACK

023
RED

ARIA SHELL JACKET 4520058

3,900

ARIA VEST 4520057

3,200

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 99 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 75 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-18°C / 50°-65°F

INSULATION

12°-20°C / 54°-68°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Ultralight windproof woven microfiber front

Ultralight windproof woven microfiber front

Striped mesh fabric at sides and sleeve back is stretchy to avoid
fabric flapping in the wind

Striped mesh back is stretchy to avoid fabric flapping in the
wind

Folds up extremely small

Folds up extremely small

Rear pocket

Rear pocket

YKK® Vislon® zipper

YKK® Vislon® zipper

Reflective piping

Reflective piping

030
DARK GRAY
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MEN’S PROTECTION

MEN’S PROTECTION
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030
DARK GRAY

NOT YOUR OLD-STYLE
WIND JACKET
—
If you’re like us, there’s a reason you’re not using your old-

NEAR WEIGHTLESS
PROTECTION
—

style wind jacket more. With waterproof jackets like the Idro
being lighter and more compact than ever, we felt it was time
to reinvent a classic. In reality, the Aria Jacket is very different
from your flappy old jacket that either didn’t protect you or didn’t
breathe. This jacket is an impossibly light layer that keeps the

We have reinterpreted the classic wind vest to make it as svelte

wind off the front of your body while allowing ample breathability

as the rest of your wardrobe. This vest is designed to completely

through the mesh side panels. But what you’ll really appreciate

block the wind on the front while allowing ample breathability

is how we use the stretch panels in the sides and on the back of

on the back. The fabrics are so impossibly light that you’ll be

the sleeves to make this jacket fit like a second skin: no flapping

surprised at how much warmer you stay with this vest over

fabric, no cold air circulating inside the jacket, no more looking

your standard jersey. But the magic comes from the cut and the

like a throwback to the Armstrong era.
This jacket is light and warm enough to wear for the entire ride
in mild conditions, but if you do want to take it off it folds into

stretch fabric on the back, which take up all the loose fabric and
870
SILVER GRAY

make the vest fit close to body without feeling tight or looking
ridiculous. When you’re ready to take it off, the vest folds into

a side panel pocket and stuffs away in minimal space in your

its rear pocket and stashes away, taking up minimal space in

pocket or seat bag.

your jersey pocket.

870
SILVER GRAY

SQUADRA ER JACKET 4517507
SIZES: XS-3XL
WEIGHT: 128 g (Large)
10°-16°C / 50°-61°F

1,800

SQUADRA VEST 4517056

1,500

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 71 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

14°-20°C / 57°-68°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Minimalist vest for descents or extra coverage

Minimalist vest for descents or extra coverage

Coated ripstop windproof fabric

Coated ripstop windproof fabric

Mesh back panel

Mesh back panel

113
MEN’S PROTECTION

MEN’S PROTECTION
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Reflective piping at shoulders and on the back

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

READY FOR THE
UNEXPECTED?
—
A lightweight packable shell, ideal for stuffing into your pocket in
case of rain on those unpredictable days. The Squadra ER jacket
will shut out the wind and provide a bit of protection from light
rain while still being small enough to pack into your back pocket
or seat bag. An essential item for every ride.

001
WHITE

032
YELLOW FLUO

032
YELLOW FLUO

001
WHITE

M E N ’ S T H E R M A L I S N U L AT I O N

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 376 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

0°-12°C / 32°-54°F

INSULATION

7,100

115
M E N ’ S T H E R M A L I S N U L AT I O N

NANO FLEX PRO 2 BIBTIGHT 4518515

114

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Nano Flex Xtra Dry fabric brings higher level of water protection
and warmth
Double-face knit keeps you warmer because less wind comes in
Reflective waterproof splash guards on inside of lower legs
Double layer over backside protects from water coming off
rear wheel

M E N ’ S
T H E R M A L
I N S U L A T I O N
—

Fewer seams to reduce chance of water coming in
Lie-flat bib construction
Progetto X² Air Seamless pad for long hours in the saddle

010
BLACK

NANO FLEX PRO 2 OMLOOP 4518516
SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 241 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

12°-20°C / 54°-68°F

INSULATION

5,500

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Nano Flex Xtra Dry fabric brings higher level of water protection
and warmth
Double-face knit keeps you warmer because less wind comes in
Long leg reaches to just above the knee
Raw-cut edge at knee for comfort
Fewer seams to reduce chance of water coming in
Lie-flat bib construction
Progetto X² Air Seamless pad for long hours in the saddle
Reflective screen-printed Castelli graphic on both legs

010
BLACK

TUTTO NANO

LW 2 BIBTIGHT 4519560

4,900

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 278 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 262 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

4°-16°C / 39°-61°F

INSULATION

10°-18°C / 50°-65°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
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M E N ’ S T H E R M A L I S N U L AT I O N
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WEATHER CONDITIONS
The light winter cool-weather tight for when you don’t want full
thermals
Thermoflex upper portion, Nano Flex Light fabric below the knee
Anatomic cut taken from the Free Aero Race Bibshort, Castelli’s
top race short as used by Team Ineos
Lower leg is non-brushed to prevent overheating yet features
a water-repellent finish to protect from road spray
Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad

010
BLACK

OMLOOP PRO BIBSHORT 4519556
SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 214 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

12°-18°C / 54°-65°F

INSULATION

4,900

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
010
BLACK

TUTTO NANO BIBTIGHT 4519512

010
BLACK

4,800

TUTTO NANO BIBKNICKER 4519513

010
BLACK

4,100TUTTO NANO BIBSHORT 4519514 3,700

WEATHER CONDITIONS
The original Belgian-style knee-length thermal short
Thermoflex fabric for maximum warmth and stretch

The bibtight that’s great in every possible condition

The bibknicker that’s great in every possible condition

The bibshort that’s great in every possible condition

New Nano Flex 3G fabric is exceptionally warm and soft yet
with even better rain protection

New Nano Flex 3G fabric is exceptionally warm and soft yet
with even better rain protection

New Nano Flex 3G fabric is exceptionally warm and soft yet
with even better rain protection

Reduced seaming for improved comfort and fit

Reduced seaming for improved comfort and fit

Reduced seaming for improved comfort and fit

Knee length with a raw edge that doesn’t cut into the back
of the knee

Mesh bib straps don’t hold moisture

Mesh bib straps don’t hold moisture

Mesh bib straps don’t hold moisture

Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad

KISS Air² seat pad for long-distance comfort

KISS Air² seat pad for long-distance comfort

KISS Air² seat pad for long-distance comfort

Reflective leg ending with ankle zip

Reflective insert on leg ending

Reflective insert on leg ending

Embossed logos for durability

Embossed logos for durability

Embossed logos for durability

Anatomic cut taken from the Free Aero Race Bibshort, Castelli’s
top race short as used by Team Ineos

010
BLACK

VELOCISSIMO 4 BIBTIGHT 4519515

4,400

FONDO JERSEY 4517511

3,400

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 288 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 278 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-12°C / 43°-53°F

INSULATION

13°-20°C / 55°-68°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Thermoflex fabric for warmth and comfort

Made from 100% polyester fleece for extra warmth and wicking

KISS Air² seat pad for all-day comfort

Zen collar protects neck from zipper

Mesh bib straps for breathability

Easy-sliding YKK® Vislon® zipper

Reflective leg ending with ankle zip

3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

010
BLACK

MID WEIGHT SS JERSEY 4518513

853
LIGHT BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

710
BLACK/REFLEX

3,500

PURO 3 JERSEY FZ 4518511

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 206 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 288 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

15°-22°C / 59°-72°F

INSULATION

14°-20°C / 57°-68°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Mid-weight Warmer X-Stretch brushed fabric

Warmer fabric on body and sleeves

Ideal for cool conditions, with or without a vest

Reflective panels on front and back

Race cut with highly elastic fabric provides close-to-body fit
without feeling tight

Gripper elastic at waist

Covered YKK® Vislon® zipper

231
BLACK/RED

3,900

SIZES: XS-3XL

Drop pocket construction for better fit around waist and better
pocket position
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M E N ’ S T H E R M A L I S N U L AT I O N
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3 rear pockets
030
DARK GRAY

Easy-sliding YKK® Vislon® zipper

Reflective heat-transfer viz strips for visibility

085
LIGHT BLACK

023
RED

032
YELLOW FLUO
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121

W O M E N ’ S
—

122

BIBSHORT
CHART
—

123

PREMIO 2 W
BIBSHORT
4519042

7,400

FREE AERO RACE 4 W
BIBSHORT
4519044

5,200

UNLIMITED W
BIBSHORT
4520077

4,600

VELOCISSIMA 2
BIBSHORT
4520059

3,500

PRIMA
BIBSHORT
4520062

3,200

THE RIGHT SHORTS
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
When it comes to performance cycling, whether it’s long
weekend rides, road races or granfondos, bibshorts are
where it’s at for outright comfort. A perfect pair of bibshorts will provide just the right balance of comfort and
support for your legs when you’re pounding out those
kilometers.

Pro-level seat pad for maximum
comfort. New seamless skin-care
layer is softer against the skin
and reduces abrasion. Separate
saddle-shaped cushioning layer
with progressive damping through
high-density foam and gel inserts.

PREMIUM FABRICS,

YOUR FIRST STOP FOR

M U LT I S U R F A C E R I D I N G

C A P T I V AT I N G D E S I G N ,

CASTELLI PERFORMANCE

OUR PREMIUM

OUR PREMIUM

WITH EXTRA PROTECTION

C O M F O R T S E AT P A D ,

SHORTS. COMFORT

COMFORT SHORT

RACE SHORT

AND POCKETS

CASTELLI STYLE

WITHOUT DRAMA

—

—

—

—

—

P. 124

P. 126

P. 130

P. 132

P. 134

High-performance seat pad for all
conditions. Single-piece construction
with infinitely variable thickness.
Updated in 2019 with more
supportive padding and a softer,
stretchier fabric next to the skin.

7,400
6,400

PREMIO 2 W BIBSHORT 4519042
PREMIO 2 W SHORT 4519043

125
WOMEN’S SHORTS

WOMEN’S SHORTS
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SIZES: XS-XL
WEIGHT: 173 g (Small)
15°-30°C / 59°-89°F
Forza fabric with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit
Dual-layer lumbar support band keeps short locked in place at
waist
Reduced seaming for more comfort
Raw-edge leg ending with vertical silicone grippers
Bonded flat ergonomic bib straps for extra comfort
Progetto X² Air Seamless Donna women's-specific seat pad

FOUR DECADES
OF EXPERTISE
—
Our lead product developer was 16 years old when she
started her first job making buttonholes in the pockets of
Castelli wool shorts in a factory just outside Milan. Soon
she was stitching in the real leather chamois and would
then go on to manage the factory. Maurizio Castelli noticed
010
BLACK

her attention to detail, and he hired her away from the
contract factory to head up quality control inside Castelli.
Finally, she moved up to lead product developer, a position
she has held for more than 20 years.
The Premio 2 Bibshort is a direct result of Sonia’s four
decades of experience. There are the obvious things, like
developing the right fabrics and knowing how to stitch in
a seat pad. But those years of experience also led her to
combine a new grip application to a raw-cut edge to make a
leg ending that stays in place with no binding whatsoever.
Then there is the rich texture and ideal stretch of the bib
straps, and the flattering lines of the minimalist cuts.
Working alongside Maurizio Castelli taught Sonia the value
of constantly striving for perfection, attention to detail, and
the art of bringing together craft and performance. That
experience comes together in the Premio Bibshort.

010
BLACK

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

5,200
4,800

FREE AERO RACE 4 W BIBSHORT 4519044
FREE AERO RACE 4 W SHORT 4519045

Forza fabric on inner legs with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit
Stripe mesh engineered lie-flat bib strap construction keeps
you cool

SIZES: XS-XL

GIRO4 leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed over larger
area

WEIGHT: 156 g (Small)

Doppio V construction in front for increased comfort

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

Flat-lock stitching
Progetto X² Air Seamless Donna women’s-specific seat pad

010
BLACK

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

030
DARK GRAY

010
BLACK

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

030
DARK GRAY
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WOMEN’S SHORTS

WOMEN’S SHORTS
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Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance

5,200
4,800

FREE AERO RACE 4 W BIBSHORT TEAM 4519077
FREE AERO RACE 4 W SHORT TEAM 4519078

129
WOMEN’S SHORTS

WOMEN’S SHORTS
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SIZES: XS-XL
WEIGHT: 156 g (Small)
15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

MADE TO RACE
—
Typically, our women’s garments are designed from the
ground up for women.
However, the Free Aero 4 W Bibshort is designed from
the ground up for racing. That specific goal leads us to a
somewhat minimalist construction, but one that is made
for aerodynamics and also comfort, since racing requires
long hours in the saddle, both in training and on race day,
resulting in one of our most comfortable shorts as well.
The Free Aero 4 W Bibshort represents a significant
evolution from last year’s model, our best-selling short
ever. There’s a new leg gripper that still features a lie-flat
raw-cut edge but now has vertical silicone stripes to keep it
in place without restricting stretch. The new fabric allows
for better print quality for your custom team production, the
same as Team Ineos is using. We’ve updated the seams
to improve the fit and make the short look even better on
the body. We’ve re-engineered the bib straps with new

468
LIGHT TURQUOISE

288
BRILLIANT PINK

101
BLACK/WHITE

468
LIGHT TURQUOISE

288
BRILLIANT PINK

101
BLACK/WHITE

fabrics and construction so they stay cooler, lie flatter and
are more durable.
The new Free Aero 4 W Bibshort also receives the updated
Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad featuring the softest
surface fabric you’ve ever felt in a seat pad.

UNLIMITED W BIBSHORT 4520077

4,600

131

SIZES: XS-XL

WOMEN’S SHORTS

WOMEN’S SHORTS
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WEIGHT: 203 g (Small)
15°-32°C / 59°-90°F
Made for fast riding on unlimited terrain
200 g/m² nylon/Lycra® fabric with best-in-class abrasion and
tear resistance
Double layer on sides to protect you in case you slide on loose
gravel
Hidden side pockets
Minimalist mesh bib straps to keep you cool
GIRO4 leg grippers to hold legs in place
Progetto X² Air Seamless Donna seat pad for extra padding

DON’T LIMIT YOURSELF
—
We made this short to meet Castelli’s high standards for comfort
and performance in a cycling short while adding a few extra
features that come in handy for riding on any surface. You’ll find
our normal exceptional fit as well as the Progetto X² Air Seamless
Donna seat pad, which provides generous anatomically placed
padding with an exceptionally soft top layer.
What makes this short special is the extremely durable
Unlimited Lycra® fabric. It has higher abrasion resistance and
tear resistance while not compromising on stretch, moisture
management or comfort.
In addition, we use double-layer side panels for the old track
rider’s trick of fabric-sliding-on-fabric should you fall. This
short isn’t really meant to be indestructible, but it significantly
increases the chances that sliding out on gravel will mean you
need to just brush yourself off rather than having to buy a new
pair of shorts.
That second layer on the side panel also makes for convenient
side pockets, with a flap over the top to prevent the contents
from falling out.
For added convenience while riding on and off road, you have
two mesh pockets on the lower back that compress gear next to
your body to keep it from bouncing around,
This short adds durability and storage without compromising
comfort — for unlimited amounts of fun.

010
BLACK

3,500
3,200
3,500

VELOCISSIMA 2 BIBSHORT 4520059
VELOCISSIMA 2 SHORT 4520060
VELOCISSIMA 2 KNICKER 4520061

This is our midrange performance short, great for a long
endurance ride or a quick hour workout indoors or out. Our
Endurance Evolution fabric is a high-modulus, very matte

SIZES: XS-XL

Lycra® fabric that feels extremely dry while providing just

WEIGHT: 155 g (Small)

the right amount of compression. The waist construction

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

eliminates stitching and elastic and lies completely flat. At
the leg ending we use a raw-cut edge with vertical silicone

Endurance Evolution fabric for a matte finish with high-modulus
stretch

strips just like on our top-of-the-line Premio shorts to keep

Raw-edge leg ending eliminates sausage effect

the leg in place without the pressure that creates the

Vertical silicone strips hold leg ending in place

dreaded sausage effect. A great short needs a great seat

High-visibility reflective patches at back of leg

pad, and the women’s-specific KISS Air² pad will keep you

Mesh bibs

comfortable without being too bulky.

Women’s-specific KISS Air² seat pad for long-distance comfort

010
BLACK

527
DEEP PURPLE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE/
PINK FLUO/RASBERRY

101
BLACK/WHITE/DARK GRAY

468
BLACK/LIGHT TURQUOISE/
MARINE BLUE

010
BLACK

527
DEEP PURPLE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE/
PINK FLUO/RASBERRY

101
BLACK/WHITE/DARK GRAY

468
BLACK/LIGHT TURQUOISE/
MARINE BLUE

010
BLACK

527
DEEP PURPLE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE/
PINK FLUO/RASBERRY

101
BLACK/WHITE/DARK GRAY

468
BLACK/LIGHT TURQUOISE/
MARINE BLUE
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SPEEDY ENDURANCE
—

3,200
2,800

PRIMA BIBSHORT 4520062
PRIMA SHORT 4520063

A BETTER SHORT
—

SIZES: XS-XL
Shorts are an obsession at Castelli. They’re the most vital

WEIGHT: 160 g (Small)

piece of clothing and one of the hardest to get right.

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

Even though the Prima is our entry-level short, it shows
that we won’t compromise anything for comfort and

KISS Air² seat pad for all-day comfort

performance. It starts with the women’s-specific KISS Air²

Pro Dry Soft matte Lycra® is sleek looking and ultra-breathable

seat pad. Just the name gives an idea of the process of

Anatomic construction for perfect fit

constant improvement, which started with a soft KISS pad

Rear reflective panels

that was improved by making it more breathable (Air) and

Giro³ engineered flat leg band

then improved again in the latest update to use the softest-

Mesh bib straps for comfort and breathability

ever top fabric (2). It’s ready for your next big ride indoors
or out.
We’ve updated the fabric to the new Pro Dry Soft, which
has a smooth matte finish that feels cool on the skin while
being very supportive and quick to dry.
We wanted this short to be just right for many years to
come, so little details like the reflective patches are
stitched in instead of being glued on, and the Giro³ elastic
has the grip woven right into the fabric.
This attention to detail — go ahead and call it an obsession
— is why Castelli’s entry-level short is just a better short.

010
BLACK/DARK GRAY

030
DARK GRAY/BRILLIANT PINK

231
BLACK/RED

468
BLACK/LIGHT TURQUOISE

010
BLACK/DARK GRAY

030
DARK GRAY/BRILLIANT PINK

231
BLACK/RED

468
BLACK/LIGHT TURQUOISE
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W O M E N ’ S
U N L I M I T E D
—

UNLIMITED W JERSEY 4520076

3,300

UNLIMITED W BIBSHORT 4520077

SIZES: XS-XL

RACE FIT

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 130 g (Small)

BREATHABILITY

WEIGHT: 203 g (Small)

18°-32°C / 64°-90°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

15°-32°C / 59°-90°F

4,600

139
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WOMEN’S UNLIMITED
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Made for fast riding on unlimited terrain
200 g/m² nylon/Lycra® fabric with best-in-class abrasion and
tear resistance
The all-surface unlimited no-compromise jersey

Double layer on sides to protect you in case you slide on loose
gravel

ProSecco Unlimited main body fabric

Hidden side pockets

Snag-resistant stretch woven on sleeves and shoulders

Minimalist mesh bib straps to keep you cool

No-sew flat-edge sleeve finishing

GIRO4 leg grippers to hold legs in place

3 rear pockets

Progetto X² Air Seamless Donna seat pad for extra padding

YKK® Vislon® zipper
Silicone gripper elastic at waist

133
SANGRIA

DON’T LIMIT YOURSELF
—
We made this short to meet Castelli’s high standards for comfort
and performance in a cycling short while adding a few extra
features that come in handy for riding on any surface. You’ll find
our normal exceptional fit as well as the Progetto X² Air Seamless
Donna seat pad, which provides generous anatomically placed
padding with an exceptionally soft top layer.

YOU WON’T EVEN NOTICE
—

What makes this short special is the extremely durable
Unlimited Lycra® fabric. It has higher abrasion resistance and
tear resistance while not compromising on stretch, moisture

We’ve been riding our bikes on gravel since before it was a thing,

management or comfort.

and we’ve always done it in our normal Castelli jerseys. The only

In addition, we use double-layer side panels for the old track

complaint was that the occasional branch or vine could pull the

rider’s trick of fabric-sliding-on-fabric should you fall. This

delicate fabrics, and after a few rides the jersey wouldn’t look

short isn’t really meant to be indestructible, but it significantly

exactly pristine. That’s what we focused on with the Unlimited

increases the chances that sliding out on gravel will mean you

Jersey. It compromises nothing in terms of fit, comfort, moisture

need to just brush yourself off rather than having to buy a new

management and light weight, but we’ve used fabrics that offer

pair of shorts.

additional protection from snags. The arms and shoulders are

That second layer on the side panel also makes for convenient

most exposed, and here we’ve used a stretch woven fabric that

side pockets, with a flap over the top to prevent the contents

fits great yet is extremely protective. The main body is closer to

from falling out.

a traditional jersey fabric but fared best in our snag and Velcro

For added convenience while riding on and off road, you have

tests. We don’t call this a gravel jersey because it’s equally at

two mesh pockets on the lower back that compress gear next to

home on the asphalt, but if you do take it on your favorite trail
it’ll hold up better than any road jersey, and better than most
off-road gear.

your body to keep it from bouncing around,
486
WINTER SKY

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

This short adds durability and storage without compromising
comfort — for unlimited amounts of fun.

010
BLACK
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W O M E N ’ S
J E R S E Y S
—

WOMEN’S JERSEYS
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THE FIRST AERO JERSEY
PROJECT WAS CALLED
SPLIT SECOND
—
When Castelli engineered the first aero jersey for road
racing back in 2006, everyone thought we were crazy.
Back then, aero was only for TTs. Performance clothing
meant moisture management. And you could win the Tour
de France with a baggy jersey that was little more than
a polyester T-shirt. Even our aerodynamic consultants
expected limited gains, so we named the jersey Split
Second, though, like now, we thought even small gains
were worth pursuing. In the end the gains were pretty
substantial, and we completely revolutionized the look of
the pro peloton.
We’re now on the sixth major revision of our aero jersey.
Each generation has become more aero and better fitting.
The Aero Race W Jersey benefits heavily from CFD
analysis of wake flow in the riding position for fabric and
seam placement. It also benefits from pro riders’ feedback,
as we’ve worked to make the jersey comfortable for their
long hours of training and then racing in every possible
weather condition.
It’s our most aero and most comfortable Aero Race Jersey
yet. But we’re already working on an update.

AERO PRO W JERSEY 4520064

4,200

CLIMBER’S W JERSEY 4520065

SIZES: XS-XL

RACE FIT

SIZES: XS-XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 104 g (Small)

BREATHABILITY

WEIGHT: 95 g (Small)

BREATHABILITY

15°-30°C / 59°-86°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

20°-40°C / 68°-102°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

CFD-based fabric placement and seam construction

3,100
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StradaPro 3D fabric on back provides support to pockets and
UPF 16 protection

Engineered for aero efficiency at 30 to 55 km/h

75 g/m² Flusso 3D fabric on front and shoulders keeps the
jersey light and dry

Airflow shoulder construction
Velocity Rev2 fabric on front and sleeve

Internal bustier eliminates problems with transparency

3D mesh back for Breathability

3/4-length zip

Elbow-length stretch sleeves with raw-cut edge

3 rear pockets

YKK® Vislon® zipper

AirMesh arm bands

Drop tail allows perfect pocket placement while keeping jersey
fitting well at waist

288
BRILLIANT PINK

527
DEEP PURPLE

023
RED

085
LIGHT BLACK

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

527
DEEP PURPLE

085
LIGHT BLACK

TALENTO JERSEY 4520069
SIZES: XS-XL
WEIGHT: 122 g (Small)
18°-35°C / 64°-95°F

3,200

SUBLIME JERSEY 4520071

3,200

RACE FIT

SIZES: XS-XL

RACE FIT

BREATHABILITY

WEIGHT: 122 g (Small)

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

18°-35°C / 64°-95°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

ProSecco Micromesh main body fabric to keep you dry

ProSecco Micromesh main body fabric to keep you dry

Mesh side panels for breathability

Mesh side panels for breathability

Velocity Rev2 fabric on sleeves with close-to-body fit and
raw-cut edges

Velocity Rev2 fabric on sleeves with close-to-body fit and
raw-cut edges

Covered YKK® Vislon® zipper

Covered YKK® Vislon® zipper

Drop tail with 3 rear pockets with reflective piping

Drop tail with 3 rear pockets with reflective piping
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992
MULTICOLOR BRILLIANT PINK

011
RASBERRY

P U R P O S E LY O V E R B U I LT
—
The first thing you notice about this jersey is the graphic design
and color. But take a closer look and you'll see how carefully
it's been constructed. We start with great fabrics: the main
body in ProSecco, combined with mesh side panels for extra
breathability and stretch. Then we use our Velocity Rev2 fourway-stretch fabric on the sleeves, providing unmatched fit and
comfort while allowing us to leave a raw edge for even greater
comfort. We use our drop-tail pocket design to place the pockets
at the perfect height, and finish it all with a YKK® Vislon®
zipper that slides easier than any other. This jersey is so much
more than its graphic.

993
MULTICOLOR LIGHT TURQUOISE

994
MULTICOLOR ORANGE

527
DEEP PURPLE

032
YELLOW FLUO

101
WHITE/BLACK

3,200
2,900

PROMESSA 3 JERSEY 4520066
PROMESSA 3 SLEEVELESS 4520067
SIZES: XS-XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 154 g (Small)

BREATHABILITY

18°-30°C / 64°-86°F

LIGHTWEIGHT
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Velocity Rev3 fabric is quick drying, stretchy and soft

U N D E R S TAT E D
N E V E R F E LT S O G O O D
—

Mesh panels for extra breathability
YKK® Vislon® zipper with scorpion zipper pull
Colored elastic sleeve endings and collar
Drop tail with 3 rear pockets and internal silicone waist elastic
on back

The jacquard striped arm bands lend a touch of color to this

Reflective piping

all-around performance jersey. It’s made from our rich Velocity
Rev3 stretch jersey fabric that is soft and sleek while keeping
you dry. In addition to the luxurious fabric, this jersey features
our easy-sliding YKK® Vislon® zipper, our drop tail with three rear
pockets and a fourth zippered pocket for securing valuables, and
420
MARINE BLUE

288
BRILLIANT PINK

486
WINTER SKY

reflective piping for safety.

486
WINTER SKY

085
LIGHT BLACK

420
MARINE BLUE

085
LIGHT BLACK

285
BRILLIANT PINK

2,800

ANIMA 3 JERSEY 4520068

SOLARE TOP 4517064

3,200

SIZES: XS-XL

RACE FIT

SIZES: XS-XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 106 g (Small)

BREATHABILITY

WEIGHT: 145 g (Small)

BREATHABILITY

18°-32°C / 64°-90°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

22°-35°C / 72°-95°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

ProSecco Strada Donna fabric provides great moisture management
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Softlex fabric for soft stretch with a cotton-like hand
Internal sports bra zips open in front for easy on/off

Contrast inner collar and zipper-protection flap

Full-length front zipper

YKK® Vislon® zipper with scorpion zipper pull

3 rear pockets

Drop tail with 3 rear pockets

Key pocket

Silicone gripper elastic at waist
Reflective piping

468
LIGHT TURQUOISE/BRILLIANT PINK

023
RED/BLACK

288
BRILLIANT PINK/DARK STEEL BLUE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE/BRILLIANT PINK

085
LIGHT BLACK/RED

384
CHARTREUSE/DARK STEEL BLUE

519
BLUE IRIS/CHARTREUSE

468
LIGHT TURQUOISE/MARINE BLUE

470
DARK STEEL BLUE/WINTER SKY

231
BLACK/RED

PROTAGONISTA 2 SLEEVELESS 4519049

2,500

UPF 0- TOP 4520070

2,100

SIZES: XS-XL

RACE FIT

SIZES: XS-XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 101 g (Small)

BREATHABILITY

WEIGHT: 81 g (Small)

BREATHABILITY

22°-35°C / 72°-95°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

22°-40°C / 72°-104°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

Softlex Light fabric gives a soft, stretchy fit with a cotton-like
hand
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Minimalist top for hot-weather riding
Softlex Lite fabric is stretchy and quick drying

Mesh backed V-neck

1 zippered rear pocket

3 rear pockets plus zippered key pocket with reflective tape

420
MARINE BLUE/LIGHT TURQUOISE

995
PINK FLUO FLOWER

SOAK UP THE SUN
—
Of course you should use good sun protection cream while
wearing this top, but that's up to you. We made a top that
lets you feel free on those beautiful summer days, but with a
great technical fabric to keep you dry and comfortable and
convenience features like a secure zippered rear pocket. It's
519
BLUE IRIS/CHARTREUSE

288
BRILLANT PINK/DARK STEEL BLUE

101
BLACK/WHITE

great for hot days when you want to dress cool — although we
wouldn't recommend it for long rides exposed to the sun.

996
YELLOW FLUO FLOWER

997
ORANGE FLOWER

ATELIER JERSEY 4520072

3,200

SIZES: XS-XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 121 g (Small)

BREATHABILITY

18°-35°C / 64°-95°F

LIGHTWEIGHT
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ProSecco Micromesh fabric to keep you dry
Velocity Rev2 fabric on sleeves with close-to-body fit and
raw-cut edges
Covered YKK® Vislon® zipper
Drop tail with 3 rear pockets
Internal silicone gripper elastic
Reflective piping

065
IVORY

ATELIER BIBSHORT 4520073

4,200

SIZES: XS-XL
WEIGHT: 155 g (Small)
18°-35°C / 64°-95°F
KISS Air² Donna seat pad for all-day comfort
ProFit Lycra® fabric
Printed mesh bib straps and back
Lie flat leg band
Flat-lock stitching

010
BLACK

FIORITA JERSEY 4520074

3,200

SIZES: XS-XL

RACE FIT

WEIGHT: 122 g (Small)

BREATHABILITY

18°-35°C / 64°-95°F

LIGHTWEIGHT
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ProSecco Micromesh fabric to keep you dry
Velocity Rev2 fabric on sleeves with close-to-body fit and
raw-cut edges
Covered YKK® Vislon® zipper
Drop tail with 3 rear pockets
Internal silicone gripper elastic
Reflective piping
010
BLACK

FIORITA BIBSHORT 4520075

468
LIGHT TURQUOISE

4,200

SIZES: XS-XL
WEIGHT: 160 g (Small)
18°-35°C / 64°-95°F
KISS Air² Donna seat pad for all-day comfort
ProFit Lycra® fabric
Printed mesh bib straps and back
Lie flat leg band
Flat-lock stitching

010
BLACK

158
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W O M E N ’ S
B A S E L A Y E R S
—

PRO MESH W SLEEVELESS 4520079
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 41 g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

15°-27°C / 59°-80°F

INSULATION

1,600
1,700

2,300

PRO ISSUE 2 W SLEVELESS 4520120
PRO ISSUE 2 W SHORT SLEEVE 4520121

BREATHABILITY

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 40 g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

15°-25°C / 59°-77°F

INSULATION
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BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

3D mesh fabric for excellent moisture management

3D mesh fabric for excellent moisture management

Sublimated print graphic
Waist hem stays flat under shorts

001
WHITE

001
WHITE

995
PINK FLUO FLOWER

ROSSO CORSA BRA 4518550

2,200

SIZES: XS-XL
WEIGHT: 38 g (Small)

Superlight stretch fabric perfect for cycling
Mesh inserts for extreme Breathability keep you cool and dry
Back hook-and-eye closure with 3-position regulation for easy
on and off
Molded cups with full coverage
Medium support thanks to contoured seams and underbust
elastic for enhanced fit and support

IT’S JUST FOR CYCLING
—

PRO DUTY
—

We wanted to make a bra for the unique demands of cycling.
Compared to other sports there’s less impact but requires a

This is the same fabric we use in the base layers for our pro

higher level of moisture management. We’ve engineered in just

riders, and you’ll appreciate the extreme comfort and wide
temperature range even if you just buy the piece because you
like the color.

996
YELLOW FLUO FLOWER

997
ORANGE FLOWER

the right amount of support - you’d certainly never go running in
this bra but it’s just right for cycling.

010
BLACK

001
WHITE
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W O M E N ’ S
A C C E S S O R I E S
—

ROSSO CORSA FREE GLOVE 4520080

1,700

ROUBAIX GEL 2 GLOVE 4520081

1,600

SIZES: XS-XL

SIZES: XS-XL

WEIGHT: 32 g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 41 g (Pair)

15°-32°C / 59°-90°F

15°-30°C / 59°-86°F

Castelli’s most innovative performance glove for women

Castelli’s most padded women’s glove in the collection

Unique thumbless construction allows extra movement and
comfort

Castelli Damping System (CDS) protects median nerve
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High-breathability back with perforation at palm

Castelli Damping System (CDS) protects median nerve

Anatomical neoprene cuff with embossed Velcro closure

Easy on and off with stretch panel
Gel padding on palm
Clean and sophisticated graphics

288
BRILLIANT PINK

420
MARINE BLUE

HAPPY HANDS
—
We all know that hand pain is an easy way to ruin an otherwise
excellent day on the bike, and that’s exactly the scenario that
these gloves will eliminate. The Roubaix Gel 2 offers our thickest
gel padding and hand protection, so if you’ve ever had any hand
870
SILVER GRAY

486
WINTER SKY

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

discomfort, this is the glove for you. It’s super comfortable to

023
RED

wear, has clean lines and looks great; it really checks all the

085
LIGHT BLACK

519
BLUE IRIS

boxes of a great summer glove.

DOLCISSIMA 2 W GLOVE 4519060

1,200

SIZES: XS-XL
WEIGHT: 24 g (Pair)
15°-30°C / 59°-86°F
Castelli Damping System (CDS)
Engineered mesh back of hand for improved breathability
Easy-off pull tab
Silicone-printed palm for grip

UNENCUMBERED COMFORT
—

527
DEEP PURPLE/BLUE IRIS

The Rosso Corsa Free Gloves are the result of us looking at the
construction of existing gloves and asking why. And then setting
out to find a way to make them better. The two most common
areas of hand discomfort result from inadequate padding and
from binding around the thumb and fingers while you’re gripping
the hoods. By removing the thumb from the glove, we eliminate
any binding, increase comfort and reduce weight. And with the
addition of the Castelli Damping System in areas of the glove
that rest on pressure points on the bars, we protect the nerves in
your hand for greater riding comfort.

781
DARK STEEL BLUE/HIBISCUS

010
BLACK

468
LIGHT TURQUOISE/
MARINE BLUE

030
DARK GRAY/GIRO PINK

ROSA CORSA DUE SOCK 4519080

700

UNLIMITED W SOCK 4520083

SIZES: S/M, L/X

SIZES: S/M, L/X

Meryl® Skinlife yarns feature bacteriostatic silver ions
Diaphanous web mesh on top of foot
Midfoot support band
7cm ankle cuff

Meryl® Skinlife antibacterial yarns
Picquet knit cuff
Midfoot support band
12cm cuff height

025
GIRO PINK

PRO SOCK 4520115

101
WHITE

010
BLACK

700
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070
DARK STEEL BLUE/ARUBA
BLUE

700

TALENTO SOCK 4520084

486
WINTER SKY

133
SANGRIA

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

003
GRAY

992
MULTICOLOR
BRILLIANT PINK

993
MULTICOLOR
LIGHT TURQUOISE

010
BLACK

020
ARUBA BLUE

001
WHITE

700

SIZES: S/M, L/X

SIZES: S/M, L/X

Meryl® Skinlife antibacterial yarns
Picquet knit cuff
Midfoot support band
9cm cuff height

Meryl® Skinlife antibacterial yarns
Mutli texture knit for extra breathability and padding
Midfoot support band
12cm cuff height

010
BLACK

PUNTINI SOCK 4520082

420
MARINE BLUE

001
WHITE

994
MULTICOLOR CHARTREUSE

025
GIRO PINK

700

INVISIBILE SOCK 4516062

600

SIZES: S/M, L/X

SIZES: S/M, L/X

Meryl® Skinlife antibacterial yarns

Meryl® Skinlife yarns feature bacteriostatic silver ions
Diaphanous web mesh on top of foot
Midfoot support band
No ankle cuff to be practically invisible
Heel tab to prevent rubbing on the back of cycling shoe

Picquet knit cuff
Midfoot support band
12cm cuff height

288
BRILLIANT PINK

527
DEEP PURPLE

010
BLACK

001
WHITE

PRISMA 2 CAP 4520085

900

169

SIZES: UNI
100% polyester for improved moisture management
Allover sublimation print
Traditional cycling cut

PRISMA 2 HEAD THINGY 4520086

011
RASPBERRY/DEEP PURPLE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE/BRILLANT PINNK

001
WHITE/RED

011
RASPBERRY/DEEP PURPLE

070
DARK STEEL BLUE/BRILLANT PINK

001
WHITE/RED

800

SIZES: UNI
100% polyester jersey for maximum moisture management
Seamless continuous-tube construction
Sublimated graphic
Summer weight

WOMEN’S HEADWEAR

WOMEN’S HEADWEAR
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W O M E N ’ S
A L L - W E A T H E R
P R O T E C T I O N
—

PERFETTO RoS W VEST 4519538

4,900

PERFETTO LIGHT RoS W 4519537

5,600

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 159 g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 172 g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

14°-20°C / 57°-68°F

INSULATION

12°-20°C / 54°-68°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Best race or training vest with windproof front and breathable
rain-repelling back

Lightest Castelli short-sleeve wind protection

173
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GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® 203 Stretch lightweight
fabric on front and sleeves

GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® 203 Stretch lightweight
fabric on front

Nano Flex Light Woven on back for breathable stretch with
good water protection

Nano Flex Light Woven on back for breathable stretch with
good water protection

YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy ventilation adjustment on the fly

YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy ventilation adjustment on the fly

2 rear pockets with pump sleeve

2 rear pockets with pump sleeve

Gabba-style dropped tail with reflective panel

Gabba-style dropped tail with reflective panel

085
LIGHT BLACK

288
BRILLIANT PINK

LIGHTER, MORE PACKABLE,
M O R E B R E AT H A B L E
—
PERFETTO VEST IS NOW
EVEN MORE PERFECT
—

The Perfetto Light started life as a request from our pro riders:
“I want to wear the Gabba all the time, but sometimes it’s
too hot.” So a somewhat lighter and more breathable Gabba
became the Perfetto Light.

The Perfetto Vest has been a favorite with everyone from our

The Perfetto Light is improved in nearly every way: it’s now

pro riders to Castelli staff to performance cyclists everywhere.

lighter, with thinner fabrics on the front and back, which make

But we wanted to make it even more perfect, so we developed

it easier to stuff in a pocket. It has both better rain protection

a new exclusive GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® fabric

and improved breathability. It has two larger pockets that

that is both lighter and more water repellent than the old fabric

better complement the three pockets on the jersey you wear

while maintaining the stretch and breathability. We matched it

underneath this jacket.

up with better water repellency in the back while maintaining the
breathability, and further improved details like the back pockets
and reflectivity. A more perfect Perfetto Vest.

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

420
MARINE BLUE

288
BRILLIANT PINK

The new Perfetto Light is closer to a Perfetto Vest with sleeves,
which makes it perfect for your spring and fall training and
racing in cool conditions.

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

085
LIGHT BLACK

420
MARINE BLUE

GABBA RoS W 4519536

6,300

PERFETTO RoS W LONG SLEEVE 4519535

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 204 g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 261 g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

9°-16°C / 48°-61°F

INSULATION

4°-14°C / 39°-57°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

The 4th generation of the Gabba from the inventors of the
Gabba

Castelli exclusive GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® 205
Warm brushed waterresistant fabric on front-facing surfaces

Now more waterresistant than ever

GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® 203 Stretch on rearfacing surfaces for extra stretch and breathability

Castelli exclusive GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER 205
Warm brushed waterresistant fabric on front-facing surfaces
®

175

Taped shoulder seams (reflective for color 085) for extra rain
protection

GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ 203 WINDSTOPPER® Stretch on rearfacing surfaces for extra stretch and breathability

YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy sliding, covered for extra wind and
rain protection

Taped shoulder seams (reflective for color 085) for extra rain
protection

Zippered ventilation opening on side of chest

YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy sliding, covered for extra wind and
rain protection

2 rear pockets with pump sleeve are easily accessed with
gloved hands

2 rear pockets with pump sleeve are easily accessed with
gloved hands

Gabba-style dropped tail with large black reflective panel
420
MARINE BLUE

Dropped tail with large black reflective panel

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

7,700

WOMEN’S PERFETTO

WOMEN’S PERFETTO

174

288
BRILLIANT PINK

085
LIGHT BLACK

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

085
LIGHT BLACK

288
BRILLIANT PINK

420
MARINE BLUE

IDRO W JACKET 4518049

10,200

EMERGENCY W JACKET 4517538

4,900

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 89 g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 149 g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-20°C / 43°-68°F

INSULATION

6°-15°C / 43°-59°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

GORE-TEX® SHAKEDRY™ 2-layer waterproof breathable fabric

Deluge Light 2.5-layer waterproof fabric keeps rain off with
10,000mm water column

YKK® waterproof Vislon® zipper

Slight amount of stretch for excellent fit in riding position

Silicone elastic waistband

Folds into half a jersey pocket for emergency situations

Fully taped seams for total waterproof construction

Innovative “gutters” drain water away from hands and off back

Reflective Castelli wordmark

Waterproof zipper and seam sealing keep all water out

Packs up small to easily store in jersey pocket

010
BLACK

U N B E L I E VA B LY L I G H T
—

177
WOMEN’S PROTECTION

WOMEN’S PROTECTION

176

032
YELLOW FLUO

READY IN CASE OF
EMERGENCY
—

A jacket that weights less than a jersey? Real GORE-TEX®, no
less? And it packs up to fit in half a jersey pocket? And it’s the

Just like the name says, we wanted to create the ideal simple

most breathable GORE-TEX® ever? Hard to believe, but it’s all

emergency rain jacket. We made it completely waterproof and

true. This jacket is a game changer. It’s fully waterproof, as you

compact, and, as you’d expect from Castelli, we also gave it an

expect from GORE-TEX®, but with its exceptional breathability

amazing on-bike fit, yet it’s still roomy enough to fit over a Gabba.

and packability you’ll find that it replaces all your other shell

This jacket is an emergency piece, so we knew you wouldn’t

jackets. If your ride has the slightest chance of rain or a long

want to break the bank with it, but the only real compromise

descent or the possibility of temperatures dropping, this jacket

compared to our top-of-the-line offerings is in breathability. We

will automatically go in your pocket. You can confidently do

didn’t make this for an all-day rain ride, but it’s just right for your

longer rides in conditions that you would have avoided with all

next emergency.

your old jackets. While you can get this fabric from other brands,
you can’t get the Castelli fit, design and construction

010
BLACK

ARIA SHELL W JACKET 4520089

3,900

ARIA W VEST 4520088

3,200

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 82 g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 60 g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-18°C / 50°-65°F

INSULATION

12°-20°C / 54°-68°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Ultralight windproof woven microfiber front
Striped mesh fabric at sides and sleeve back is stretchy to
avoid fabric flapping in the wind
Folds up extremely small
Rear pocket
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Reflective piping

Ultralight windproof woven microfiber front
Striped mesh back is stretchy to avoid fabric flapping in the
wind
Folds up extremely small
Rear pocket
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Reflective piping

030
DARK GRAY

179
WOMEN’S PROTECTION

WOMEN’S PROTECTION

178

030
DARK GRAY

NOT YOUR OLD-STYLE
WIND JACKET
—
NEAR WEIGHTLESS
PROTECTION
—

If you’re like us, there’s a reason you’re not using your oldstyle wind jacket more. With waterproof jackets like the Idro
being lighter and more compact than ever, we felt it was time
to reinvent a classic. In reality, the Aria Jacket is very different

We have reinterpreted the classic wind vest to make it as svelte

from your flappy old jacket that either didn’t protect you or didn’t

as the rest of your wardrobe. This vest is designed to completely

breathe. This jacket is an impossibly light layer that keeps the

block the wind on the front while allowing ample breathability

wind off the front of your body while allowing ample breathability

on the back. The fabrics are so impossibly light that you’ll be

through the mesh side panels. But what you’ll really appreciate

surprised at how much warmer you stay with this vest over

is how we use the stretch panels in the sides and on the back of

your standard jersey. But the magic comes from the cut and the

the sleeves to make this jacket fit like a second skin: no flapping
fabric, no cold air circulating inside the jacket, no more looking
like a throwback to the Armstrong era. This jacket is light and
warm enough to wear for the entire ride in mild conditions, but
if you do want to take it off it folds into a side panel pocket and
stuffs away in minimal space in your pocket or seat bag.

stretch fabric on the back, which take up all the loose fabric and
870
SILVER GRAY

make the vest fit close to body without feeling tight or looking
ridiculous. When you’re ready to take it off, the vest folds into
its rear pocket and stashes away, taking up minimal space in
your jersey pocket.

870
SILVER GRAY

CAMPIONCINO JERSEY 4520090

180

2,300

181
KID’S

KID’S

SIZES: 6Y-12Y
WEIGHT: 102 g
15°-30°C / 59°-86°F
ProSecco Strada fabric just like the pros
YKK® full length front zipper
3 rear pockets

FUTURE RACER KID SHORT 4518052

023
RED

032
YELLOW FLUO

023
BLACK/RED

032
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

2,300

SIZES: 6Y-12Y

K I D ’ S
—

WEIGHT: 95 g
15°-30°C / 59°-86°F
6 panel construction
Sublimated side panels
GIRO³ gripper elastic

010
BLACK

ENTRATA KID GLOVE 4518053

1,200

SIZES: 8Y-12Y
WEIGHT: 26 g (Pair)
15°-30°C / 59°-86°F
Synthetic palm with medium density foam padding
Microssuede sweat wipe at thumb
Velcro closure
Extreme moisture management fabric back to keep hands dry

010
BLACK

182

183

M E N ’ S
T R I A T H L O N
—

M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

10,200

SIZES: S-3XL

DISTANCE

WEIGHT: 251 g (Large)

LONG

185
M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

PR SPEED SUIT 8620091

184

HALF
OLYMPIC

SET A NEW
PERSONAL BEST
—
This suit, which set a new course record at Kona in its
first race with Cameron Wurf, uses everything we know to
make your next long-distance race your fastest ever.
In 2016 we started our aero research project with the
Norwegian Technical University in Trondheim. Besides
having a couple of brilliant professors and PhD students to
come up with ideas and do the basic research, they have
a couple of wind tunnels, rapid prototyping capabilities,
CFD analysis and a true desire to make fast stuff. The first
big success from the research was Team Sky’s TT suit that
placed four riders in the top eight at the opening Tour de
France time trial. Then the UCI made it illegal.
So this suit isn’t UCI legal (but neither is your bike). It’s

SPRINT
TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES
Pro-level long-distance race suit to deliver real aero benefits on
the bike while providing comfort and cooling on the run
50-denier upper-body fabric is the thinnest, smoothest fabric for
light weight and maximum aerodynamics
Active cooling for the run with moisture evaporating directly
next to the skin
Silicone speed ribs on the sleeves induce turbulence to reduce
drag on one of the most exposed parts of the body
Elbow-length sleeves and knee-length legs for maximum
aerodynamics
Support short portion to keep everything in place on the run
2 rear pockets for ample nutrition storage
KISS Tri pad

051
FIERY RED

faster than the pro cyclists’ suits and very illegal due to
the silicone ribs in the arms. The main body fabric is an
impossibly light 50 denier — usually in sports clothing 40
denier is considered ultrafine. The legs and sleeves are
long for aerodynamics, while the light fabrics are great
for dealing with heat since they’re thin enough to not get
weighed down, yet the 8% Lycra® content holds a bit of
moisture next to your skin for rapid cooling. The insane
stretch allows us to make something that truly fits like a
second skin on the bike but that doesn’t restrict in any way
on the swim or run.
Our KISS Tri pad offers some welcome padding while
you’re on the bike but is thin enough to not bother you on
the run.
This suit offers real time savings on the bike leg while
providing cooling and comfort on the run, but it was made
with the expectation of being worn under a swimskin or
wetsuit for the swim. It’s optimized for high speeds — top
age groupers or pro athletes, or anyone looking to set a
new PR.

870
SILVER GRAY/BLACK

FREE SANREMO 2 SUIT SHORT SLEEVE 8620092
SIZES: S-3XL

DISTANCE

WEIGHT: 218 g (Large)

LONG

6,200

187

HALF
OLYMPIC
SPRINT

THE
G O O D - AT- E V E R Y T H I N G
RACE SUIT
—

TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES
Second-generation Sanremo short sleeve suit is faster than ever
Velocity Rev2 main body fabric delivers aerodynamics with
excellent fit and moisture management

The best triathletes are the ones who are good at

Back fabric is our Velocity mesh for breathability, yet it blocks
94% of UV rays for significant sun protection (UPF 16)

everything. That’s why we put so much into this suit.
Let’s start in reverse order:

Elbow-length sleeves with raw-cut edges for maximum comfort
and aerodynamics

Run: At this point in the race, fatigue sets in. You’ll love

Castelli’s Sanremo front opening makes it easier to bend for
cycling and straighten out for the run and swim, while also
allowing for easier nature breaks or opening up for extra-hot
runs

the comfort of this suit. The front Samremo opening

2 rear pockets lie flat in the swim but allow generous room for
nutrition

The fabrics are quick drying, light and cool. The seat pad

construction doesn’t pull you forward, and it makes pee
stops easier and lets you open it up when you feel too hot.
that felt so good on the bike is small enough you hardly feel

New short construction fits more securely with more muscle
support

101
WHITE/BLACK

GIRO flat leg grippers on longer legs for maximum
aerodynamics
4

it. The two rear pockets compress your gels so they don’t
bounce around. The long legs with GIRO4 leg gripper elastic
don’t ride up and don’t bind. Maybe you’ll even notice that
you don’t have as many burning spots where you’ve been

KISS Tri seat pad that provides comfort on the bike and that you
almost don’t feel during the run

chafed raw. Somehow, you’re thinking that comfort gives
you an extra push, some extra speed.
Bike: You relish these couple of hours to put some
distance into the other guys. This suit benefits from the
aero research of Castelli’s Pro PR suit but is tuned for
speeds ranging from medium to high. The legs and sleeves
provide excellent coverage while the back gives decent
sun protection and the two pockets hold plenty of nutrition.
And you appreciate the Castelli know-how in seat pad
construction. Put your head down and pass a few more
riders.
Swim: The reduced seaming and long arms and legs help
you cut through the water while the pockets lie flat and
don’t catch water. The fit is snug and the lightweight
fabrics don’t hold as much water. The shoulder area is
extra stretchy for freedom of movement even under a
wetsuit or swimskin.

023
RED/FIERY RED

059
DRIVE BLUE

010
BLACK

M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

186

FREE SANREMO SUIT SLEEVELESS 8618108

5,300

FREE TRI ITU SUIT 8618110

SIZES: S-3XL

DISTANCE

SIZES: S-3XL

DISTANCE

WEIGHT: 182 g (Large)

LONG

WEIGHT: 161 g (Large)

LONG

HALF

HALF

OLYMPIC

OLYMPIC

SPRINT

SPRINT

4,900

TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES

TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES

SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front of upper portion

SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front of upper portion

Velocity mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed on the bike

Velocity Mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed on the bike

YKK® Camlock® zipper

Rear 30cm YKK® zipper

FreeAero 2 hydro- and aero-optimized pockets

FreeAero 2 hydro- and aero-optimized pockets

Soft-finish armholes to reduce chafing

Soft-finish armholes to reduce chafing

Castelli-innovated Sanremo front construction allows easy
nature breaks and ventilation in one-piece race suit

Instadry Speed fabric on short is fast in the swim with minimal
water absorption

Instadry Speed fabric on short is fast in the swim with minimal
water absorption

KISS Tri seat pad is comfortable on the bike and virtually
disappears on the run

KISS Tri seat pad is comfortable on the bike and virtually
disappears on the run

2 small pockets on hip for nutrition during run

189
M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N
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GIRO Air leg gripper elastic

2 small pockets on hip for nutrition during run
059
DRIVE BLUE

GIRO Air leg gripper elastic

010
BLACK

Frederik Van Lierde

F O R O LY M P I C
T O I R O N M A N D I S TA N C E S
—
We made this suit to be compliant with ITU rules but with
the fabrics, aerodynamics and cargo-carrying capacity to be
ideal for 70.3 races, and even to win the odd Ironman World
Championships, like Fred Van Lierde did in this suit in 2013. It
has the fabrics, the pockets and the KISS Tri seat pad of our Free
010
BLACK

101
WHITE/BLACK

long-distance race suits to offer exceptional performance in a
wide variety of races.

101
WHITE/BLACK

FREE SPEED 2 RACE TOP 8620093

4,200

3,200

FREE TRI TOP 8618106

SIZES: S-3XL

DISTANCE

SIZES: S-3XL

DISTANCE

WEIGHT: 110 g (Large)

LONG

WEIGHT: 58 g (Large)

LONG

HALF

HALF

OLYMPIC

OLYMPIC

SPRINT

SPRINT

TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES

TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES

Freedom of movement in the water, aerodynamics on the bike,
comfort on the run

SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front
Velocity Mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed on the bike

Velocity Rev2 aero fabric on front-facing surfaces

SnapLock fastener at lower back to clip to Free Tri Short to
prevent riding up during swim or bike leg

UPF 16 Velocity mesh back blocks 94% of UV light with generous breathability

YKK® Camlock® zipper

2 rear pockets lie flat and prevent nutrition from bouncing
around

FreeAero 2 hydro- and aero-optimized pockets

010
BLACK

101
WHITE/BLACK

059
DRIVE BLUE

010
BLACK

059
DRIVE BLUE

023
RED/FIERY RED

Soft-finish armholes to reduce chafing

Giro³ flat gripper elastic lies flat on lower back
SnapLock fastener at lower back to clip to Free Tri Short to
prevent riding up during swim or bike leg

059
DRIVE BLUE

YKK Camlock zipper
®

191
M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

190

®

Elbow-length sleeves for maximum aerodynamics

THE RIGHT RACE JERSEY
FOR SPEED AND COMFORT
—

FREE TRI SHORT 8618107

3,200

SIZES: S-3XL

DISTANCE

WEIGHT: 85 g (Large)

LONG

Some triathletes choose long sleeves for the extra speed. Some

HALF

for the comfort. Some for sun protection. This jersey gives you

OLYMPIC

all three.
The aerodynamic speed is unmatched. It’s what Castelli does

SPRINT

best. We have a year-round testing and development program
with the Norwegian Technical University in Trondheim to make

TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES

our race gear the slickest around.
The comfort is what comes from our expert pattern engineers
and soft performance Italian fabrics. We reduce the number of

Instadry Speed fabric is fast in the swim with minimal water
absorption

seams so that there is less chafing and less to bother you when

Free construction for great anatomic fit

you should be concentrating on pounding out the run.

KISS Tri seat pad is comfortable on the bike and virtually
disappears on the run

Sun protection ... well, you’ve trained untold hours for this day.

SnapLock fastener at waist to clip top into place for swim and
bike

We focus on speed, but we still manage to block 94% of UV
rays with our back Velocity mesh fabric that doesn’t compromise

Flat-lock stitching

speed, comfort or breathability. You may want to add some

2 small pockets on hip for nutrition during run

sunscreen, but this fabric provides UPF 16 protection, which is a

GIRO Air gripper elastic for more comfort

significant help. Your cotton T-shirt is probably UPF 8.
Take note of the well-thought-out details: Castelli’s generous
two pockets lie flat but hold a lot of gear and nutrition. The
SnapLock fasteners clip to Castelli shorts to prevent the top from
Andreas Raelert
riding up during the swim or bike.

023
RED/FIERY RED

101
WHITE/BLACK

010
BLACK

CORE SPR-OLY SUIT 8620094
SIZES: S-3XL

DISTANCE

WEIGHT: 170 g (Large)

LONG

4,200

193
M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

192

HALF
OLYMPIC
SPRINT
TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES
Short-distance race suit for speed and comfort
Endurance Evolution fabric is lightweight but supportive
Close-cut top with longer legs
Reduced seaming for faster swims
Rear envelope pocket stays closed in the water but makes it
easy to carry a gel
Fleece seat liner smooths out the bike ride but disappears on
the run

010
BLACK

194

195

W O M E N ’ S
T R I A T H L O N
—

PR W SPEED SUIT 8620095
SIZES: XS-XL

DISTANCE

WEIGHT: 202 g (Large)

LONG

10,200

197

HALF
OLYMPIC
SPRINT

SET A NEW
PERSONAL BEST

TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES

—

Pro-level long-distance race suit to deliver real aero benefits on
the bike while providing comfort and cooling on the run

This suit, which set a new course record at Kona in its
first race with Cameron Wurf, uses everything we know to

50-denier upper-body fabric is the thinnest, smoothest fabric for
light weight and maximum aerodynamics

make your next long-distance race your fastest ever.
In 2016 we started our aero research project with the

Active cooling for the run with moisture evaporating directly
next to the skin

Norwegian Technical University in Trondheim. Besides
having a couple of brilliant professors and PhD students to

Silicone speed ribs on the sleeves induce turbulence to reduce
drag on one of the most exposed parts of the body

come up with ideas and do the basic research, they have

Elbow-length sleeves and knee-length legs for maximum
aerodynamics

a couple of wind tunnels, rapid prototyping capabilities,
CFD analysis and a true desire to make fast stuff. The first

2 rear pockets for ample nutrition storage

big success from the research was Team Sky’s TT suit that

KISS Tri pad

placed four riders in the top eight at the opening Tour de
016
GLACIER LAKE

France time trial. Then the UCI made it illegal.
So this suit isn’t UCI legal (but neither is your bike). It’s
faster than the pro cyclists’ suits and very illegal due to
the silicone ribs in the arms. The main body fabric is an
impossibly light 50 denier — usually in sports clothing 40
denier is considered ultrafine. The legs and sleeves are
long for aerodynamics, while the light fabrics are great
for dealing with heat since they’re thin enough to not get
weighed down, yet the 8% Lycra® content holds a bit of
moisture next to your skin for rapid cooling. The insane
stretch allows us to make something that truly fits like a
second skin on the bike but that doesn’t restrict in any way
on the swim or run.
Our KISS Tri pad offers some welcome padding while
you’re on the bike but is thin enough to not bother you on
the run.
This suit offers real time savings on the bike leg while
providing cooling and comfort on the run, but it was made
with the expectation of being worn under a swimskin or
wetsuit for the swim. It’s optimized for high speeds — top
age groupers or pro athletes, or anyone looking to set a
new PR.

W O M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

W O M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

196

FREE SANREMO 2 W SUIT SHORT SLEEVE 8620096
SIZES: XS-XL

DISTANCE

WEIGHT: 174 g (Large)

LONG

6,200

199

HALF
OLYMPIC
SPRINT
TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES

THE
G O O D - AT- E V E R Y T H I N G
RACE SUIT

Second-generation Sanremo short sleeve suit is faster than ever

—

Velocity Rev2 main body fabric delivers aerodynamics with
excellent fit and moisture management

The best triathletes are the ones who are good at

Back fabric is our Velocity mesh for breathability, yet it blocks
94% of UV rays for significant sun protection (UPF 16)

everything. That’s why we put so much into this suit.
Let’s start in reverse order:

Elbow-length sleeves with raw-cut edges for maximum comfort
and aerodynamics

Run: At this point in the race, fatigue sets in. You’ll love
the comfort of this suit. The front Samremo opening

Castelli’s Sanremo front opening makes it easier to bend for
cycling and straighten out for the run and swim

construction doesn’t pull you forward, and you can open

2 rear pockets lie flat in the swim but allow generous room for
nutrition

it up when you feel too hot. The fabrics are quick drying,
light and cool. The seat pad that felt so good on the bike

New short construction fits more securely with more muscle
support

is small enough you hardly feel it. The two rear pockets
420
MULTICOLOR MARINE BLUE

GIRO4 flat leg grippers on longer legs for maximum aerodynamics
KISS Tri seat pad that provides comfort on the bike and that you
almost don’t feel during the run

compress your gels so they don’t bounce around. The long
legs with GIRO4 leg gripper elastic don’t ride up and don’t
bind. Maybe you’ll even notice that you don’t have as many
burning spots where you’ve been chafed raw. Somehow,
you’re thinking that comfort gives you an extra push, some
extra speed.
Bike: You relish these couple of hours to put some distance
into the other women. This suit benefits from the aero
research of Castelli’s Pro PR suit but is tuned for speeds
ranging from medium to high. The legs and sleeves provide
excellent coverage while the back gives decent sun
protection and the two pockets hold plenty of nutrition.
And you appreciate the Castelli know-how in seat pad
construction. Put your head down and pass a few more
riders.
Swim: The reduced seaming and long arms and legs help
you cut through the water while the pockets lie flat and
don’t catch water. The fit is snug and the lightweight
fabrics don’t hold as much water. The shoulder area is
extra stretchy for freedom of movement even under a
wetsuit or swimskin.

010
MULTICOLOR BLACK

101
WHITE/BLACK

W O M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

W O M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

198

FREE W TRI ITU SUIT 8618119

4,900

FREE SPEED 2 W RACE TOP 8620097

SIZES: XS-XL

DISTANCE

SIZES: XS-XL

DISTANCE

WEIGHT: 141 g (Small)

LONG

WEIGHT: 96 g (Small)

LONG

HALF

HALF

OLYMPIC

OLYMPIC

SPRINT

SPRINT

4,200

TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES

TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES

SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front of upper portion

Freedom of movement in the water, aerodynamics on the bike,
comfort on the run

Velocity Mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed on the bike

201
W O M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

W O M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

200

Velocity Rev2 aero fabric on front-facing surfaces

Rear 30cm YKK® zipper

UPF 16 Velocity mesh back blocks 94% of UV light with generous breathability

FreeAero 2 hydro- and aero-optimized pockets
Soft-finish armholes to reduce chafing

2 rear pockets lie flat and prevent nutrition from bouncing
around

Instadry Speed fabric on short is fast in the swim with minimal
water absorption

Giro³ flat gripper elastic lies flat on lower back

KISS Tri seat pad is comfortable on the bike and virtually
disappears on the run

SnapLock fastener at lower back to clip to Free Tri Short to
prevent riding up during swim or bike leg

2 small pockets on hip for nutrition during run

101
WHITE/BLACK

YKK Camlock zipper
®

GIRO Air leg gripper elastic

®

Elbow-length sleeves for maximum aerodynamics
010
MULTICOLOR BLACK

THE RIGHT RACE JERSEY
FOR SPEED AND COMFORT
—
Some triathletes choose long sleeves for the extra speed. Some
for the comfort. Some for sun protection. This jersey gives you
all three.
The aerodynamic speed is unmatched. It’s what Castelli does
best. We have a year-round testing and development program
with the Norwegian Technical University in Trondheim to make
our race gear the slickest around.
The comfort is what comes from our expert pattern engineers
and soft performance Italian fabrics. We reduce the number of
seams so that there is less chafing and less to bother you when
you should be concentrating on pounding out the run.

F O R O LY M P I C T O I R O N M A N
D I S TA N C E S
—

Sun protection ... well, you’ve trained untold hours for this day.
We focus on speed rather than total sun protection, but we still
manage to block 94% of UV rays with our back Velocity mesh
fabric that doesn’t compromise speed, comfort or breathability.

We made this suit to be compliant with ITU rules but with

You may want to add some sunscreen, but this fabric provides

the fabrics, aerodynamics and cargo-carrying capacity to be

UPF 16 protection, which is a significant help. Your cotton T-shirt

ideal for 70.3 races, and even to win the odd Ironman World

is probably UPF 8.

Championships, like Fred Van Lierde did in this suit in 2013. It

Take note of the well-thought-out details: Castelli’s generous

has the fabrics, the pockets and the KISS Tri seat pad of our Free
long-distance race suits to offer exceptional performance in a
wide variety of races.

two pockets lie flat but hold a lot of gear and nutrition. The
101
WHITE/BLACK

SnapLock fasteners clip to Castelli shorts to prevent the top from
riding up during the swim or bike.

010
MULTICOLOR BLACK

420
MULTICOLOR MARINE BLUE

FREE W TRI SINGLET 8618125
SIZES: XS-XL

DISTANCE

WEIGHT: 51 g (Small)

LONG

3,000

FREE W TRI SHORT 8618117
FREE W SHORT SHORT 8618118

HALF

SIZES: XS-XL

DISTANCE

WEIGHT: 109 g (Small)

LONG

203

HALF

OLYMPIC

OLYMPIC

SPRINT

SPRINT

TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES

TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES

SpeedFreak ventilated race fabric on front

Instadry Speed fabric is fast in the swim with minimal water
absorption

Velocity Mesh back gives wind-tunnel-proven speed on the bike
SnapLock fastener at lower back to clip to Free W Tri Short to
prevent riding up during swim or bike leg

Free construction for great anatomic fit
KISS Tri seat pad is comfortable on the bike and virtually
disappears on the run

YKK Camlock zipper
®

3,100
2,800

W O M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

W O M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

202

®

FreeAero 2 hydro- and aero-optimized pockets

SnapLock fastener at waist to clip Free Speed 2 W Race Top or
Free W Tri Singlet into place for swim and bike (only 8618117)

Soft-finish armholes to reduce chafing
420
MULTICOLOR MARINE BLUE

Flat-lock stitching
2 small pockets on hip for nutrition during run (only 8618117)
GIRO³ gripper elastic for more comfort (only 8618118)
GIRO Air Gripper elastic (only 8618117)

010
MULTICOLOR BLACK

101
WHITE/BLACK

010
BLACK

199
MULTICOLOR BLACK

420
MULTICOLOR MARINE BLUE

CORE W SPR-OLY SUIT 8620098
SIZES: XS-XL

DISTANCE

WEIGHT: 149 g (Small)

LONG

4,200

205
W O M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

W O M E N ’ S T R I AT H L O N

204

HALF
OLYMPIC
SPRINT
TRIATHLON DISCIPLINES
Short-distance race suit for speed and comfort
Endurance Evolution fabric is lightweight but supportive
Close-cut top with longer legs
Reduced seaming for faster swims
Rear envelope pocket stays closed in the water but makes it
easy to carry a gel
Fleece seat liner smooths out the bike ride while disappearing
on the run

010
BLACK

206

207

C A S T E L L I
O F F – B I K E
—

CASTELLI OFF-BIKE

208

209

CASTELLI
OFF-BIKE
—

Castelli traces its roots back to 1876 and

In making the world’s finest cycling clothing,

For

a tailor shop in the center of Milan called

we sometimes find bits that transform perfectly

performance relaxing. These pieces are tees,

Vittore Gianni, known for quality, innovation

into off-bike wear. Just like back in the day

polos, hoodies, sweatshirts, shorts and pants

and a passion for sports that led to outfitting

in Maurizio Castelli’s design studio. Fabrics,

with athletic relaxed cuts and comfort fabrics.

Alfredo Binda, Juventus and AC Milan, and

construction and style reinterpreted so you can

Much of this gear is the same as what we give

even creating costumes for the Milan Ballet.

look smart and feel fast off the bike between

to our pro riders for travel and recovery, while

The DNA was set, even if the scorpion and the

rides. We keep the branding low-key so that

other pieces are made to let you live your

Castelli name wouldn’t appear until just before

you can wear these pieces to the office or when

passion 24/7. Sportswear from and for cyclists.

the company’s 100th anniversary.

taking the missus to a fine restaurant. Seriously
casual meets grand tour–winning performance.

That DNA is what the VG Atelier products are
about. Craftsmanship, obsession, tech and style
from Vittore Gianni’s atelier. This is off-bike
wear designed to make cyclists look and feel
good between rides. Handmade garments using
fine fabrics and artisan techniques. What the
dapper cyclists are wearing this season.

when

you’re

ready

for

advanced

VG BUTTON SHIRT 4520122

5,200

VG 5 POCKET PANT 4520110

SIZES: XS-3XL

5,600

211

SIZES: XS-3XL

Castelli x Xacus, a collab with one of Italy’s premier shirtmakers

97% cotton / 3% Lycra® stretch twill fabric

Stretch nylon/Lycra fabric feels unrestricting and cool while
looking classic

DWR treatment protects from splashes or stains

®

V G AT E L I E R

V G AT E L I E R

210

Garment washed for that lived-in look

Slim fit

Articulated knee

French collar

Reflective tape inside cuff — turn up for extra visibility

Matte buttons with contrast stitching on top button

Vintage-jersey-inspired rear pocket treatment

Discreet small TPR logo

Discreet small TPR logo

Woven VG Atelier label

Woven VG Atelier label

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

VG 5 POCKET SHORT 4520111

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

075
MILITARY GREEN

098
TEMPEST GREY

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

075
MILITARY GREEN

098
TEMPEST GREY

4,100

SIZES: XS-3XL
97% cotton / 3% Lycra® stretch twill fabric
DWR treatment protects from splashes or stains
Garment washed for that lived-in look
Cut just above the knee
Reflective tape inside cuff — turn up for extra visibility
Vintage-jersey-inspired rear pocket treatment
Discreet small TPR logo
Woven VG Atelier label

TECH POLO 4520104

3,200

TECH TEE 4520106

2,300

SIZES: XS-3XL

SIZES: XS-3XL

Cross-dyed polyester jersey piqué fabric

Cross-dyed polyester jersey piqué fabric

Sanitized® antibacterial treatment

Sanitized® antibacterial treatment

Cycling-inspired stand-up collar

Longer sleeves cover cyclist tan lines

Longer sleeves cover cyclist tan lines

Clean no-sew sleeve finishing

Clean no-sew sleeve finishing

Discreet small TPR logo

213
MC STUDIO

MC STUDIO

212

Discreet small TPR logo

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

TECH HENLEY LS 4520105

870
SILVER GRAY

035
SAUGE GREEN

3,600

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

098
TEMPEST GREY

UNLIMITED BAGGY SHORT 4520027

SIZES: XS-3XL

SIZES: XS-3XL

Cross-dyed polyester jersey piqué fabric

Stretch woven fabric with DWR finish

Sanitized® antibacterial treatment

Extremely light so you won’t even feel it on

Cycling-inspired stand-up collar

2 front pockets and 1 zippered rear pocket

Clean no-sew sleeve finishing

Stretch waistband with zippered front opening

Discreet small TPR logo

Scorpion button logo

098
TEMPEST GREY

035
SAUGE GREEN

870
SILVER GRAY

010
BLACK

035
SAUGE GREEN

870
SILVER GRAY

3,500

MILANO TRACK JACKET 4518558

LOGO TEE 4520099

1,700

SARTO TEE 4520100

SIZES: XS-3XL

SIZES: XS-2XL

SIZES: XS-2XL

Cotton/polyester blend, fleeced back fabric

100% cotton

100% cotton

Rib-knit cuffs, collar and waistband with inner stripe detail

Screen-printed graphic

Screen-printed graphic

215
CASTELLI SPORT

CASTELLI SPORT

214

Lightweight jacket for indoor and outdoor wear
Woven scorpion patch with embroidered Castelli logos
2 side pockets with zippers

010
BLACK

MILANO FULL ZIP FLEECE 4518559

4,200

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

SIZES: XS-3XL
Polyester/wool double-knit fleece back fabric
Lined hood and pockets

094
MELANGE LIGHT GREY

010
BLACK

023
RED

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

Super cozy wool-blend fleece
hoodie with generous lined

Full-length front zipper with custom Castelli pull
Reflective trim

hood and pockets. Iconic
Castelli heritage branding.

Cuffed sleeves and waist

FENOMENTO TEE 4520101

085
MELANGE LIGHT BACK

RACE DAY POLO 4513096

001
WHITE

1,700

ARMANDO T-SHIRT 4516065

SIZES: XS-2XL

SIZES: XS-3XL

100% cotton

Ultra soft cotton polyetser blend

Screen-printed graphic

Screen-print graphic

2,000

SIZES: XS-3XL

95% cotton / 5% elastane fabric, 220 g/m2
2-button center-front placket
Rib-knit collar
Woven scorpion patch and embroidered Castelli logos

010
BLACK

001
WHITE

006
MELANGE GRAY

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

001
WHITE

010
BLACK

070
DARK STEEL BLUE

860
MELANGE VORTEX GRAY

099
VINTAGE BLACK

MILANO PANT 4519072

3,300

MILANO SHORT 4520102

2,800

MILANO FULL ZIP W FLEECE 4519573

SIZES: XS-3XL

SIZES: XS-3XL

SIZES: XS-XL

Lightweight woven material for comfort and
athletic styling

Lightweight woven material for comfort and
athletic styling

Polyester/Wool double-knit fleece back fabric

Front fly with snap closure

Front fly with snap closure

Zippers at cuffs for easy on and off

Back welt pocket with zipper

Back welt pocket with zipper

2 side pockets with internal phone pocket

Articulated knee darts

Above-the-knee length

4,200

217
CASTELLI DONNA SPORT

CASTELLI SPORT

216

Lined hood and pockets
Full-length front zipper with custom Castelli pull
Reflective trim
Cuffed sleeves and waist
Contoured waist

2 side pockets with internal phone pocket
Reflective Castelli branding at bottom of leg

010
BLACK

085
MELANGE LIGHT BLACK

010
BLACK

TECH W POLO 4520112

3,200

SIZES: XS-XL
Cross-dyed polyester jersey piqué fabric
Sanitized® antibacterial treatment
Cycling-inspired stand-up collar
Longer sleeves cover cyclist tan lines
Clean no-sew sleeve finishing

CLASSIC CAP 4518103

1,400

Discreet small TPR logo

SIZES: UNI
Cotton twill fabric
Embroidered graphic
Fitted cap - one size fits all

010
BLACK

110
BLACK/BLACK

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

870
SILVER GRAY

CASTELLI DONNA SPORT

218

LOGO W TEE 4520113

1,700

219

LINEA
PELLE
—

SIZES: XS-XL
100% cotton
Screen-printed graphic

001

LINEA PELLE COMBO PACK 8800103

2,000

All three Linea Pelle products delivered in a mesh drawstring
bag.
011
RASPBERRY

SARTA TEE 4520114

010
BLACK

1,700

SIZES: XS-XL
100% cotton
Screen-printed graphic

001

CHAMOIS DRY LUBE 8800100

001

700

FOUL WEATHER CREAM 8800102

001

700

WARMING EMBRO CREAM 8800101

Moist skin is softer and more susceptible to

This cream is designed to protect your skin from

This cream creates a warming sensation that

abrasion, as any rider who has done a long

wet, dirty conditions. It is not petroleum based

helps “wake up” muscles on cooler days or can

race in the rain can attest. Our dry lube reduces

and won’t damage the fabric of your bike shorts.

also help relieve sore muscles. We used mostly

friction without weakening the skin through

It is also easier to clean off with soap and warm

natural ingredients to create a strong warming

moisturizers. We also use 100% natural tea tree

water.

sensation but without the burning feeling that

oil for antibacterial and antimicrobial properties

you get with some products. This cream can be

to help prevent infections and saddle sores

used underneath the Foul Weather Cream for
racing in cold and wet conditions

001
WHITE

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

700

GEAR BACKPACK 8900103

RACE
BAGS
—

RACE BRIEFCASE 8900112

4,400

GEAR DUFFLE BAG 2 8900110

3,700

5,800

RACE RAIN BAG 8900106

2,800

CAPACITY: 26 LITER

SIZE: 30 x 25 x 20cm

Water and stain resistant materials
Water resistant zippers
Padded laptop sleeve
Tablet sleeve
Hidden waist belt
Helmet attachment loops
Adjustable sternum strap
External bottle pocket
Reflective accents

The pro’s choice for race day essentials
Bottom zipped vented shoe compartment
Shoe compartment can be separated
Internal mesh pockets
Flip open top pockets
Reflective accents
Name panels

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

PRO RACE RAIN BAG 8900111

5,200

WEEKENDER DUFFLE 8900113

SIZE: 36 x 28 x 10 - 14 cm

CAPACITY: 50 LITER

SIZE: 48 x 24 x 26 cm Main Bag 33 x 24 x 16 cm Shoe Bag

SIZE: 47 x 40 x 25 cm

Bag to carry computers and documents
Outer pocket with lots of small shelves
Sleeve with access from the outside
Zipper to expand the briefcase
Main compartment divided in 3 incl. padded
computer space
Back compartment that can also be opened
to slide onto a trolley handle

Water and stain resistant materials
Removable padded shoulder strap
Multiple internal pockets
Vented external shoe or dirty laundry pocket
Semi rigid bottom for support and protection
Reflective accents

Developed with Team Ineos
Separate compartment for each garment
(jerseys, Gabbas, shoes, head, hands and feet,
jackets)
Removeable shoe bag
Separate and removable Grab Bag compartment

Duffel bag with good volume for travelling to
races
Huge internal compartment with
separate padded zippered compartment
(computer sleeve)

010
BLACK

ROLLING TRAVEL BAG XL 8900101
SIZE: 40 x 74 x 29cm

11,400

CAPACITY: 80 LITER

ROLLING TRAVEL BAG 8900100
SIZE: 35 x 54 x 25cm

Water and stain resistant materials
Semi rigid bottom for support and protection
Moulded botom skid plates
Low density wheels
Telescoping handle
Internal laptop sleeve
2 main compartiments
Front and top carry handles
Multiple internal pockets
Fleece lined electronics pocket
ID window
Reflective accents

8,800

CAPACITY: 43 LITER

Water and stain resistant materials
Semi rigid bottom for support and protection
Molded bottom skid plates
Low density wheels
Telescoping handle
2 main compartments
Front and top carry handles
Multiple internal pockets
Fleece lined electronics pocket
Easy access laptop sleeve
ID window
Reflective accents

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

UNDERSADDLE XL 8900105

010
BLACK

1,500

UNDERSADDLE MINI 8900104

SIZE: 6 x 15 x 6cm

SIZE: 5 x 13 x 5cm

Water and stain resistant materials
water resistant zipper
water resistant construction
Adjustable hook and loop attachment straps
External mini pump sleeve
Internal storage pocket
Reflective accents

Water and stain resistant materials
Water resistant zipper
Water resistant construction
Adjustable hook and loop attachment strap
Internal storage pocket
Reflective accents

010
BLACK

3,500

Outer compartment for tickets, passports, etc.

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

221
RACE BAGS

220

010
BLACK

1,300

DELUXE MUSETTE 8900109
CAPACITY: 13 LITER

010
BLACK

1,300

222

SIZE
CHARTS
—
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AT C A S T E L L I , W E O B S E S S I V E LY T E S T
AND REFINE TO GIVE YOU THE BEST FITTING,
HIGHEST PERFORMANCE CYCLING APPAREL.

MEN (UNISEX)

WOMEN
S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Chest

92 cm

96 cm

100 cm

105 cm

110 cm

115 cm

Waist

80 cm

84 cm

88 cm

93 cm

98 cm

Hips

94 cm

98 cm

102 cm

107 cm

Inseam

82 cm

83 cm

84 cm

85 cm

XS

S

M

L

XL

Chest

79 cm

84 cm

89 cm

94 cm

99 cm

103 cm

Waist

63 cm

68 cm

73 cm

78 cm

83 cm

112 cm

117 cm

Hips

87 cm

92 cm

97 cm

102 cm

107 cm

86 cm

87 cm

Inseam

75 cm

76 cm

77 cm

78 cm

79 cm

SOCKS – Euro shoe size

SHOE-COVERS - Euro Shoe size

S/M

L / XL

2XL

Men’s Shoe Size

36-39

40-43

44-47

Women’s Shoe Size

35-38

39-41

-

S

M

L

XL

2XL

Men

36-39

40-42

43-44

45-46

46-48

Women

35-37

37-39

39-42

-

-

SHOE-COVERS - Diluvio, Belgian Bootie

Unisex

S/M

L / XL

2XL

36-40

40-44

44-48

WARMERS

BRA SIZE CHART (B Cup Sizes)

SIZE

SHORT/JERSEY

WEIGHT

S (WOMAN)

XS-S

45 - 60 Kg

S (MAN)

S-M

45 - 60 Kg

M

S-M

60 - 70 Kg

L

L - XL

70 - 80 Kg

2XL - 3XL

> 80 Kg

XL

A
B

XS

S

M

L

XL

81-85

86-90

91-95

96-100

101-105

65-69

70-74

75-79

80-84

85-89

GLOVES MEN

GLOVES WOMEN
XS

Circumference (cm)

S

M

L

XL

2XL

< 18,4 18,4-20,3

20,3-22,2

22,2-24,1

24,1-26

> 26

XS
Circumference (cm)

S

M

L

XL

2XL

< 16,6 16,6-18,4

18,4-20,2

20,2-22

> 22

-
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CASTELLI
PADS
—

01
02

03

CASTELLI
DISTRIBUTION
—

0 1.

0 2.

03.

S K I N C A R E L AY E R

S E A M L E S S I N T E G R AT E D

VISCOUS COMFORT

The Progetto X² Air Seamless seat pad is used

TECHNOLOGY CUSHIONING

INSERTS

to protect your skin while providing just the

L AY E R

Perforated viscous padding is added under the

right level of padding for maximum comfort, no

A separate component provides no-

highly sensitive ischial and perineum pressure

matter how long your epic ride is.

compromise cushioning, with Castelli’s

areas.

HEAD OFFICE

USA OFFICE

GERMANY/AUSTRIA

CANADA

MANIFATTURA VALCISMON S.P.A.
VIA G. MARCONI 81-83
I-32030 FONZASO (BL)
ITALY

CASTELLI US
1040 NE 44TH AVE , SUITE 1
PORTLAND, OR 97213
USA

MVC SPORT VERTRIEBS GMBH
ING.-ANTON-KATHREIN-STRASSE 10
83101 ROHRDORF - THANSAU
GERMANY

MV CANADA INC
265, RUE PRINCIPALE OUEST
BUREAU 204
MAGOG, QUÉBEC – J1X 2A8

TEL: +39 0439 5711 / FAX: +39 0439 56 436
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM
SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM

TEL: +1 503 222 3500 / FAX: +1 503 961 8577
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLI-US.COM
SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM

TEL: +49 (0) 8031 2360803
E-MAIL: VERTRIEB@MVC46.EU

TEL: +1 514.405.5359
E-MAIL: MVCANADA_SERVICE@MVC46.EU

AUSTRALIA

DE GRANDI CYCLE & SPORT PTY LTD
TEL.: +61 3 5221 5099
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLIAUSTRALIA.COM.AU
SITE: WWW.DEGRANDI.COM.AU

GUATEMALA

EUROBIKES.COM.GT
TEL. +502 55801209 +502 22106464
EMAIL: ANDREA@EUROBIKES.COM.GT
SITE: WWW.EUROBIKES.COM.GT

ROMANIA

SC. SPRINT BIKE SPORT SRL
TEL: +40 728 142 913
E-MAIL: CONTACT@SPRINT-BIKE.RO
SITE: WWW.SPRINT-BIKE.RO

BELGIUM

WOLVENBERG N.V.
TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

INDONESIA

PT SURYA BUMI PERMATA
TEL.: + 62 217303888
E-MAIL: INFO@SURYABUMIPERMATA.COM

SLOVAKIA

SK PROFI BIKE S.R.O.
TEL: +421 48 415 1001 / FAX: +421 48 415 1021
E-MAIL: INFO@SKPROFIBIKE.SK
SITE: WWW.SKPROFIBIKE.SK

BRAZIL

CICLO LEIRIENSE
TEL: +55 (11) 2824-3333
E-MAIL: PASS@CICLOLEIRIENSE.COM.BR
SITE: WWW.CICLOLEIRIENSE.COM.BR

INDIA

REALM INC.
303 SURAT SADAN - SURAT STREET,
MASJID BUNDER (E) MUMBAI - 400 009
TEL: +91 (022) 2348 4503X

SLOVENIA

FACTORY STORE
TEL: +386 (0) 3710 3686 / FAX: +386(0)37101261
E-MAIL: INFO@FACTORYSTORE.SI
SITE: WWW.FACTORYSTORE.SI

CHILE

BECERRA Y GILARDONI LTDA
TEL: 0056/27245555
E-MAIL: EBECERRA@BOGGI.CL
SITE: WWW. EUROBIKE.CL

ISRAEL

ISRAVELO LTD.
TEL: +972 54 533 0046
EMAIL: LENNY@ISRAVELO.COM
SITE: WWW.ISRAVELO.COM

SOUTH AFRICA

ROUBAIX CYCLE TRADERS
TEL: +27 71 225 6958
E-MAIL: INFO@ROUBAIXWORLD.CO.ZA
SITE: WWW.ROUBAIXWORLD.CO.ZA

COLOMBIA

PROBIKE SAS
CRA 23 # 166-11
TEL: +57.1.8966363
SITE: WWW.BIKEXPERTS.COM

JAPAN

INTERMAX CO., LTD.
TEL: +81-55-261-0220 / FAX: + 81-55-261-0221
E-MAIL: INFO@INTERMAX.CO.JP
SITE: WWW.INTERMAX.CO.JP

SPAIN / PORTUGAL

CDC SPORT
TEL: +34 96 3134559 / FAX: +34 96 3134303
WWW.CDC-SPORT.COM
INFO@CDC-SPORT.COM

COSTA RICA

CDBALPES E.I.R.L
TEL: +506 8735-0756
E-MAIL: CARLOS@DELGADO.MS
SITE: FB.COM/CASTELLICR

KOREA

GL&CO
TEL: +82 31 460 3610 / FAX: +82 31 794 70981
E-MAIL: MIKE@GLNCO.CO.KR
SITE: WWW.GLNCO.CO.KR

SWITZERLAND

CUAG SPORTS AG
TEL: +41 41 259 51 00 / FAX: +41 41 259 51 09
E-MAIL: INFO@CUAGSPORTS.COM
SITE: WWW.CUAGSPORTS.COM

CZECH REPUBLIC

VIVA LANSKROUN
TEL: +420 465 323 695 / FAX: +420 465 323 695
E-MAIL: CASTELLI@CASTELLI.CZ
SITE: WWW.ETAPE.CZ

LUXEMBOURG

WOLVENBERG N.V.
TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

TAIWAN

SPEEDHIGH CO. LTD.
TEL: +886 2 2728 1026 / FAX: +886 2 2728 1193
E-MAIL: SPEEDACE@MS11.HINET.NET
SITE: WWW.BIKER.COM.TW

DENMARK

VIRTU CYCLING GEAR
TEL: +45 2979 5155
E-MAIL: GEAR@VIRTUCYCLING.COM
SITE: VIRTUCYCLINGGEAR.COM

MALAYSIA

CYCLE LIFE TRADING
TEL: +6012 471 0005 / FAX: +603 4292 1000
E-MAIL: INFO@CYCLELIFE.COM.MY
SITE: WWW.CYCLELIFE.COM.MY

THAILAND

TAB GROUP
TEL: 02-5312345 / FAX: 089-0080035
E-MAIL: INFO@THAIACCESSBIKE.COM
SITE: WWW.THAIACCESSBIKE.COM

ECUADOR

DIRCYCLES CIA. LTDA.
TEL: +593 993684958
E-MAIL: JFSALGADO@DIRCYCLES.COM

THE NETHERLANDS

TURKEY

PERFORMANS BISIKLET
TEL: +90 850 200 80 70
E-MAIL: INFO@PERFORMANSBISIKLET.COM.TR

ESTONIA

HAWAII EXPRESS
TEL: +372 639 8508 / FAX: +372 639 8566
E-MAIL: INFO@HAWAII.EE
SITE: WWW.HAWAII.EE

WOLVENBERG N.V.
TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

NEW ZEALAND

PERFORMANCE RECREATION VELO
TEL: +64 9820 3512 / FAX: +64 9820 3513
E-MAIL: INFO@PRV.CO.NZ
SITE: WWW.PRV.CO.NZ

UNITED KINGDOM /
IRELAND

SADDLEBACK LTD
TEL: +44 (0) 1454 285285 / FAX: +44 (0) 1454 285286
E-MAIL: CASTELLI@SADDLEBACK.CO.UK
SITE: WWW.SADDLEBACK.CO.UK

NORWAY

DRIV NORGE
TEL: +47 2150 5155/50 / FAX: +47 2150 5151
E-MAIL: POST@INTERPLAZA.NO
SITE: WWW.INTERPLAZA.NO

VIETNAM

DONG TAM BICYCLE COMPANY
TEL: +84 932 759 354
E-MAIL: THANHPHAM.DONGTAMBICYCLE@GMAIL.COM
SITE: WWW.XEDAPDONGTAM.COM

PAKISTAN

LORDS INTERNATIONAL SPORTS
KARACHI, PAKISTAN
TEL: +92 300 8221888
E-MAIL: INFO@LORDSSPORTS.COM

POLAND

VELO SP. Z O.O. UL.
PSZCZY SKA 305, 44-100 GLIWICE (PL)
E-MAIL: OFFICE@VELO.COM.PL
SITE: WWW. VELO.PL

infinitely variable thickness to bring the right
shape to the right part of the body: thicker
under the sit bones and thinner on the sides
and under the perineum.
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SEAMLESS SKIN CARE

D U A L D E N S I T Y, I N F I N I T E LY

A N AT O M I C A L

L AY E R

VARIABLE THICKNESS

SHAPE

The softest-ever fabric next to your skin

Dual-density infinitely variable thickness gives

Comfort is further enhanced by the creation of

for immediate and long-lasting comfort.

you the perfect cushioning in every part of the

a perfect interface to your body during every

Seamlessly engineered to reduce chafing and

pad. Maximum thickness and density in the

pedal stroke.

abrasion. Stretchy to move with you.

ischial zone, tapering to moderate thickness
under the perineum and minimum thickness at
the perimeter.
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SEAMLESS SKIN CARE

M U LT I D E N S I T Y

L AY E R

FOAM

A super soft, brushed microfiber top that

Specifically designed for the triathlete.

maximizes comfort and fit. Seamlessly

Minimum bulk doesn’t get in the way during

engineered to eliminate chafing and abrasion.

the swim and run legs. Extra fast drying foam

Flexible to move with you. Bacteriostatic

prevents chafing on the bike.

FRANCE

GCC COUNTRIES

DAGG DISTRIBUTION
TEL: +33 (1)346 66946 / FAX: +33 (1)346 66945
E-MAIL: CASTELLI@DAGG.FR
SITE: WWW.DAGG.FR
WOLFI'S BIKE SHOP
TEL: +971-4-3394453
E-MAIL: WOLFI@WBS.AE
SITE: WWW.WBS.AE

treatment to avoid saddle sores and infection.
GREECE

KASSIMATIS CYCLING
TEL: +30 21 0411 3654 / FAX: +30 21 0411 9317
E-MAIL: INFO@KASSIMATISCYCLING.GR
SITE: WWW.KASSIMATISCYCLING.GR

MANIFATTURA VALCISMON S.P.A. | VIA MARCONI 81/83, 32030 FONZASO [BL], ITALY | TEL.: +39 0439 5711 | FAX: +39 0439 56 436
WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM |

/ CASTELLICYCLING |

strava.com/athletes/castelli-cycling

